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NO PLACE LIKE HOME

Many people with disabilities or long-term care needs do not know what kind of modifications or renovations their homes need, nor how to get the work done. They suffer needlessly because they lack practical and useful information, which often means they do
without these changes to their home at a cost to their safety and comfort.
No Place Like Home helps fill that information void with practical, ‘how to’ information that will make modifications and renovations happen but will also broaden a
person’s natural network of supports. The book is not a “how-to” for home renovations in
the typical sense. There are excellent books at your bookstore and library on general home
renovations (see the Resources section at the end of the book).
No Place Like Home is specifically for modifying and renovating a home to make it
more accessible, safe and comfortable for people with a disability or other long-term
care needs. The book is designed for those who want to use a “barn-raising” approach to
modifcations and renovations so that materials are donated or reduced in price and much
of the work is done by friends, family, neighbors and volunteers. Through step-by-step
details, you learn how to find a contractor, work with volunteers and ask for donated
materials – all to ensure an excellent renovation with minimum costs.
You do not have to be an expert contractor or carpenter to have your home modified or renovated. This book is designed to give you some basic information to help you
choose and work with a contractor. The contractor may know most of the information to
meet your specific needs but they may not know it all. Use this book to ask the contractor
the questions you need answered to meet your specific circumstances.
No Place Like Home adapts the traditional ‘barn raising’ methods to meet the needs
of people who had difficulty getting into and around their home safely and comfortably.
People should not have to struggle to live in their own home or return home from a longterm care facility. If information is power, then this is a powerful book to help you fulfill
your dream of having a home specially suited to you.
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Read this First
You do not have to be an expert contractor or carpenter to have your home modified or
renovated. This book is designed to give you some basic information to help you choose and
work with a contractor. The contractor may know most of the information to meet your specific needs but they may not know it all. Use this book to ask the contractor the questions you
need answered to meet your specific circumstances.
This book is an information guide – not an instruction manual. The book does not, nor is it
intended to offer legal, tax or construction advice. Use it to ask the appropriately qualified
people the right questions that fit your specific situation. Legacies: Family and Community
Resources, its agents and employees assume no responsibility for errors or omissions or for
damages arising from the use of this published information and suggestions. You must consult with your own professional advisors to decide what is best for your own modifications
and/or renovations.
Do your homework to save you, and the people who must follow your directions, as much
frustration and time as possible. Spend at least as much time planning, deciding and moving
ahead with your modifications or renovations as you would in buying a new home. If you
make mistakes early on or do not think about critical aspects of the renovation until later on,
the costs in time, labour and money could be very high. Something as simple as where to put
the electrical plug for charging a wheelchair battery can mean that difference between having it next to the person’s bed (easy access) or across the room where someone will have to
assist the person to get into the chair. To change the plug later on, closer to the person’s bed,
may mean several hours of labor and patching up drywall (and painting again) in two places.
Time is money in home modifications and renovations. Spend the time before hand to save
actual construction time. As well, wise decisions may enhance the value of the home for
resale purposes down the road while unwise decisions may decrease the value of the home
and/or make it difficult to sell.
Examples are provided for illustration only. The costs were accurate at the time of the projects
(1999-2002).

How to Use This Book
1. Do a quick overview of the contents. Where you are in the planning or construction of
your project will tell you what content is most useful now.
2. Ask the key people working on this project with you to read, or skim, through the book.
The more of you who understand what is happening during the planning and construction work, the better.
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3. If you are planning a major renovation and plan to get help from family, friends, neighbors and volunteers, then ask someone to coordinate parts of the project for you. This
person can. reduce some of the typical pressures (e.g., coordinating the work schedule,
answering questions, getting help with lunch and supper meals for workers). This leaves
time for the person and family to remain focused on the day-to-day activities. The coordinator is usually not the person with long-term care needs or their immediate family or
caregivers. The person and family remain in charge but do not have to deal with every
detail.
4. Keep this book with all of your other project’s files and materials (e.g., building permits,
drawings, contact sheets). Go back to the book at various stages of the project to remind
yourself of details that may be helpful.
5. Pass the book on to someone else when you are done with it so they can learn from it too.
Also let people know that the book is available for free reading and printing off the web
site: http://www.legacies.ca
6. Please write to us with suggestions on how we can improve the book for other readers.
We will update the book on our web site to be as current and useful as possible.
7. Consider helping other families with their modifications and renovations after you are
finished with yours. You may not be an expert but you can certainly help with parts of
their project using your own experiences as a guide. Sometimes just having someone
who has gone through the same type of renovation recently will help make people feel
more in control of the work and more comfortable with all the changes to their routines.
This book is an information guide – not an instruction manual. The book does not, nor is it
intended to offer legal, tax or construction advice. Use it to ask the appropriately qualified
people the right questions that fit your specific situation. Resources Supporting Family and
Community Legacies Inc., its agents and employees assume no responsibility for errors or
omissions or for damages arising from the use of this published information and suggestions. You must consult with your own professional advisors to decide what is best for your
own modifications and/or renovations.
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Introduction
Many people with disabilities or long-term care needs do not know what kind of modifications or renovations their homes need, nor how to get the work done. They suffer needlessly
because they lack practical and useful information, which often means they do without these
changes to their home at a cost to their safety and comfort.
We at Legacies: Family and Community Resources wanted to help fill that information void
with practical, ‘how to’ information that would make modifications and renovations happen
but would also broaden a person’s natural network of supports.
We travel so much in our lives now and our extended family often lives thousands of miles
away. For example, your parents may live in another part of the country and you may not be
there to help them when they need it. Just as true, there are families thousands of miles away
with a loved one living in your neighborhood. You may not be able to help your own family so
far away but you can help a neighbor and relieve some of the anxiety of their family equally
far away. You can encourage this same kind of community spirit in the community where
your parents live.
We developed the idea of adapting the traditional ‘barn raising’ methods to meet the needs
of people who had difficulty getting into and around their home safely and comfortably. We
thought people should not have to struggle to live in their own home or return home from a
long-term care facility.
The idea is a simple one: you help me now and I may help you or someone else later. Communities have been built on this neighborly model for generations. We think we need to get back to
helping each other more.
During our three-year pilot project we learned a great deal about home modifications and
renovations. We worked on 94 projects for 28 different families with a total market value of
over $900,000. The cost to families averaged about 23% of the market value so they saved an
average of over 75% on the cost of their modifications and renovations. For small modifications there were often no charges at all.
We started with one family and gradually expanded to help several families at a time during
the three years. We wanted to work on a wide variety of projects to see what the limits might
be. The accumulated knowledge is presented in this book. It is not all the information you
will need but a good start in deciding what needs to be done, how to get the work done to
your satisfaction and how to ask for help during the various parts of the project.
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Our three-year pilot project was designed around one person coordinating the work for individuals and families. Over time we discovered that a better model would be to provide individuals and families with the basic information and let them coordinate the work. In this
way, rather than us making the contacts and recruiting volunteers, the individuals and families would be doing this to the point where their own network expanded with longer-term
benefits for everyone involved. If someone helps with a construction project now, they may
well help again later or you may help them when they need it.
The book is not a “how-to” for home renovations in the typical sense. There are excellent
books at your book store and library on general home renovations (see Resources section at
end of book). This book is specifically for modifying and renovating a home to make it more
accessible, safe and comfortable for people with a disability or other long-term care needs.
The book is designed for those who want to use a “barn-raising” approach to modifcations
and renovations so that materials are donated or reduced in price and much of the work is
done by friends, family, neighbors and volunteers.
There are five main groups of people who may use this book:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

individuals with disabilities or long-term care needs
their family, friends, neighbors, volunteers
contractors interested in working on their projects
their community
charitable organizations who want to help

To individuals who have long-term care needs, we hope this book provides you with enough
alternatives to look at your home differently. Some of the ideas in the book may help you see
how your home can be modified and/or renovated to meet your needs while also being a
comfortable, safe place to live. You may take the leading role in designing what is needed and
coordinating the project or asking others to share the work with you. The book provides various scenarios so that you can pick and choose what might work best for you. This book may
also lead you to conclude that it would be easier and/or cheaper to sell your home and buy
one that is either suited to your needs or can be more easily modified or renovated.
Our principle recommendations are that you:
•

expect disagreements with loved ones about what to do, how to do it, when to do it and
for what costs – you will need to invest extra time in working out these disagreements as
early in the process as possible as your relationships will always be more important than
your home
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•

expect major disruptions in your life while any major renovations are done

•

expect things may go wrong and not according to plan

•

have a wide enough support circle of family and friends to help with the frustrating parts

•

make decisions and have the work done so you feel it was all worth it in the end when you
have the home you wished for at the start – it may not be exactly what you wanted but it
must meet most of your needs

•

almost anyone you talk to about major renovations has “horror” stories. It is almost expected. Knowing that will help you prepare yourself physically and mentally for the tasks
ahead which should result in a more accessible, safe and comfortable home.

To family, friends, neighbors and volunteers who have decided to help with this project, please
remember how disruptive the process can be to everyday life and plan for it. The person with
the long-term care needs, if they are home at the time of the project, will need extra supports. Plan for these. If they share the responsibilities for planning and coordinating the
project, remember that they and the immediate family that may live with them, have to live
with the consequences of whatever work you do. Most of you can leave when the work is over
but they will likely stay in this home for a very long time. This means that the work must be
done for the long-term and done to a higher level of quality and durability than normal –
they do not want to go through all of this again in 5-10 years.
To the contractor this is a job that may be immensely rewarding as you are literally changing
people’s lives for the better. This will require some extra effort and more detailed planning
than typical modifications and renovations. You may even develop such a joy for this work
that you end up, if you have not already, specializing in it. During our pilot project we saw
smiles that beamed across a room showing that what was done was worth it. While many
people renovate their home for increased comfort and resaleability, your work is probably
going to last this person and their immediate family for decades. You have a rare opportunity
to make a real difference in someone’s life and we know that feels great.
To the community surrounding the person with long-term care needs and their immediate
family, this ‘barn raising’ project is a wonderful opportunity to get to know a neighbor and to
network with other neighbors in a common goal. One day when you need some help around
your home you will already know a group of people who can likely help. People crave a sense
of community in our modern world and what better way to build such a community than
around a short-term, yet dramatic, project like renovating a neighbor’s home to increase
their accessibility, mobility, comfort and safety in your community.
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To charitable organizations, there are two ways you can help: (1) issuing charitable income
tax receipts to individuals and organizations so you transfer the donated funds to the specific home renovation project you have agreed to sponsor, and (2) expand your service to
include doing such projects yourselves. Whichever way you to choose to help, understand
that you are making a profound commitment to someone with disabilities or other longterm care needs. Each project involves the hopes, dreams and fears of a vulnerable person. If
they are left stranded because an organization is not prepared to follow through to the end of
the project, there exists a real possibility that the person cannot remain or return home. This
would be tragic for the individual, their family and the community you share. These projects
are incredible community development opportunities which may lead to greater donor and
volunteer recruitment. Home modification and renovation projects are ideal community
development projects that benefit everyone involved.
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Language and Jargon
A book about modifications and renovations has to have some ‘jargon’ that people in the
building trades use. The jargon is important to understand if you want to ensure that you
and your contractors, suppliers and volunteers are speaking about the same things. It is just
the same as when you learn the jargon to buy a home (e.g., mortgage, deed, conditional sale)
or when getting medical help (e.g., oncologist, hypertension, cholesterol). Ask your contractor to help you truly understand the terms in this book (and glossary) and their importance
in your project.
We use the term barn raising to give an image of the community spirit that sees family, friends
and neighbors coming together to modify or renovate a home. A group of people come together to build a barn or home quickly and effectively. In farming communities today you
may still see over a hundred men, women and children working on the actual construction
and helping with meals, move materials to the correct spot, help hand out cold drinks and
more. These barn raisings happen after a fire burns down the old barn or when a son or
daughter starts their own farm. People help each other knowing that one day that help will
be available to them too. Habitat for Humanity does similar work by building homes in a
short time using hundreds of volunteers so that low-income families can own a new home.
A contractor is a professional construction expert. They will likely work on their own or with
their own employees and they may coordinate sub-contractors to do some of the work. Some
may work with volunteers but many will be off site when volunteers work, for liability reasons. Contractors may be involved in the ordering, buying and delivery of materials for your
project or may leave that for you to do.
The word disability is used throughout this book to refer to a person who has a developmental and/or physical condition or impairment that requires them to modify or renovate their
home so they can continue to live there safely and comfortably, or return home from an
institution.
Family refers to someone’s own biological family as well as to their close friends whom the
person includes within their family.
A person with long-term care needs can either be someone who has disabilities or someone
who has a long-term medical condition. For example, it may be someone recovering from a
stroke or heart attack, someone with lung disease who has difficulty getting around the home
or someone who is very ill and wants to live at home until they die.
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Modifications to a home are relatively small but very important in meeting a person’s needs.
These include installing grab bars in bathrooms and bedrooms; widening door ways; lowering light switches or adding remote controls for lights, stereos, and computers; or adding a
porch wheelchair lift or a wheelchair ramp.
Renovations are large, often time consuming construction projects that will change the dayto-day activities at home. These include changing or adding a bathroom or kitchen, adding
an elevator, building a self-contained apartment in the basement, or building an addition.
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Legal Issues
This chapter is intended to provide general information. This chapter does not replace legal
advice.

Insurance
If anyone is being paid to do any work on your home, they must carry commercial liability
insurance. Your only responsibility is to ask them if they are insured. They are liable for injuries to themselves or to anyone they have directly harmed on site as well as any damage they
may do to your home. The homeowner is covered under their own liability insurance if they
work alongside the contractor.
Everything that volunteers, including family members, do on the property is covered by the
home owner’s insurance policy because they are invited guests. It is important that the home
owner is carrying insurance before any work is done by volunteers. This is entirely up to the
home owner. If they do not have insurance and a volunteer gets hurt, the volunteer could sue
the home owner and they could lose their house. If the house is mortgaged, it must have
some insurance on it to satisfy the lender/bank.
Most home owners have friends help them move, paint the house, fix some plumbing, etc.
They are all covered by the home owner’s insurance just as people who are ‘transient’ on the
property for a purpose, e.g., postal workers, utility inspectors and newspaper delivery people.
If volunteers pick up building materials or do things away from the property but for the project,
they are covered under various other insurance policies. For example, if something happens
to them in a store, it is the store’s policy that covers them. If they are in a car accident while
picking up supplies for the project, it is their own, and the other drivers involved, insurance
policies that cover them. Volunteers are not covered under a home owner’s policy if they are
doing things away from that home. Like all house guests, they are covered under their own
policies or those of a store.
Check with your own insurance agent about the home owner’s insurance policy for any liabilities during a construction project.

Negligence
The home owner’s insurance covers any negligence on behalf of the home owner but negligence usually infers something could have been done to avoid the injury. “What a reasonable and prudent person would often do” is the test. If negligence is found, the liability is
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likely higher and the insurance company still covers the negligence.
There are risks on a construction site and volunteers understand that risk. There is no point
in getting people to sign waivers since one cannot waive against negligence and all other
injuries are also covered by insurance. The reason we carry home insurance is just for these
kinds of situations.
It may help you to know that during our three-year pilot project we had thousands of hours
of work done by hundreds of people with only a few minor cuts, scratches from nails and
bruises. There were no injuries required medical attention during this time.
Use common sense. Some safeguards to keep in mind:
•

Do not let minors operate power tools particularly circular saws, chop saws, etc. Screw
guns are usually fine when the children are directly supervised.

•

Whenever allowing adults to use a power tool, ask them if they have used it before and if
they understand how it could hurt them. If the tool is new to them, ensure that someone
shows them how to use it safely.

•

When building or demolishing parts of the home, do prudent things to minimize dangers. For example, put up rails or boards to protect people from falling.

•

Strongly encourage the use of all safety equipment including safety boots and glasses.

•

By reducing risks and ensuring that people know how to use a tool, you are sharing the
liability.

•

Have a first aid kit handy and the location and telephone number of a drop-in clinic by
the telephone. Remember to dial 911 in emergencies. If someone get hurts, get them
whatever medical care they need as you would with any guest. Insist they get all the care
they need, even if they do not want it.

•

Electrical work, particularly involving the main circuit panel, must only be done by a
qualified, licensed and insured electrical contractor.

•

Plumbing work should be done by qualified people but it does not have to be someone
who is necessarily licensed. If there is a mistake there may be some damage but not deadly
results like main electrical panel work.
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•

Work on foundation or bearing walls that are at risk of falling down should be done by
qualified professionals.

•

Volunteers should be used at the level of skills they possess or are willing to learn. Framing, drywall, demolition, painting, flooring, doors and trim work, and moving materials
(sand, gravel, drywall, etc.) must all be done based on their skill or comfort level. Even
people with minimal skills can work along side someone with experience. Minor electrical and plumbing work can also be done this way.

•

If you are digging outside your home, get your local utility companies to come out (usually a free service) to tell you where their cables are buried. Do this several weeks before
the digging is to start. Notify the following companies: hydro, gas, telephone, televisioncomputer cable company, water department and other underground cable companies.

Permits, Bylaws and Building Codes
Permits are the responsibility of the home owner and/or paid contractor. In most cases, if a
contractor is hired, they will recommend whether a permit is necessary depending on the
work that is being done. As a general rule, most municipalities require a permit any time a
structural change is being made to a property and any time plumbing or electrical modifications are being done. A plumbing modification is the movement of plumbing pipes but does
not include changing an old tub, sink or handles.
The same rule applies for electrical work. You do not need a permit for changing the actual
switches or light fixtures but you do if you are moving their location.
To be sure of the rules in your municipality, ask the Permits Department before any work is
done. The permit includes an inspector coming to verify that the work is done well at various
stages (framing, electrical, plumbing, insulation and final inspection). This is a great benefit
for a small cost. The inspector ensures that the contractor and volunteers are doing the jobs
right so that you can be sure of high quality and long-term safety. The inspection process
also minimizes liability issues in the future if there is any question of how the work was done.
We certainly recommend that you get a permit whenever electrical work is done (usually
through your local utility) and whenever major plumbing work/modifications are being done
(usually through your municipal building office). You could void your home owner’s policy if
you do not get these permits. For example, if your home is damaged because of electrical or
water damage and you did not have permits for the work, your insurance policy may not
cover you.
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The logic is clear. You do not need a permit to put in a new bathroom door or put up drywall
because if your door does not swing properly or if drywall screws pop out, these inconveniences will not damage the rest of your house or injure anyone. If something happens with
the structure of your home, or your electrical and plumbing systems, the results may be serious to the rest of your home and to the safety of your family and neighbors. That is what the
permits are meant to prevent. Also by following the building code you have the added benefit of a safer home, lower heating bills (better insulated home) and the relief that comes
from knowing the job is done right. Lastly, the permit is proof to future buyers that the job
was done right.
Even when you work with the best contractor, inspectors double check the work for your
safety. They are well worth the price. For example, the permit and inspections to add a partial
second story and enclosed front porch to a bungalow (710 square feet) was just over $1.25
per square foot.
That said, you must also know that getting a permit could result in an increase in your property value, and therefore, property tax. Property tax is based on the size of frontage of your
lot, the actual lot size and square footage of the house and garage plus special features such
as skylights, special roof finishes, whirlpool or hot tubs, deck size, tiled floors and fireplaces.
When you renovate internally, no one gets to see what you are doing, especially if you do it
on your own. There is not as high a requirement for a building permit if you do not make
structural changes. Therefore you will not have to notify the municipality of renovations such
as changing a bathtub into a roll-in shower. These changes will, therefore, not lead to an
increase in property taxes.
Outside, if you are building a wheelchair ramp, stairs or deck off the ground it usually requires a permit. Landscaping does not. If you are building a ramp of inter-locking stone on a
raised bed of fill, a permit may not be required. Again, check your local municipality before
you start work. Be careful not to break local rules by having any of these structures come
onto city property or near the property line. The rules vary by municipality.
You may need to get a ‘variance’ to encroach on the lot line or city property. For example, a
ramp may need to be further from the lot line to meet building code. You apply for a variance
and your neighbors have an opportunity to express any concerns. This same law protects
your property value when your neighbors want to do something to their home or property.
You should expect that there will always be follow-up work needed after renovations are done
because of sticky doors, faulty trims or door handles, paint chipping, etc. These are annoyances but not dangerous to your family.
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Working with a Charitable
Organization
Large renovation projects can cost a lot of money for materials and labor. It may help to work
with a local charitable organization. The charity can offer manufacturers and suppliers a
charitable donation receipt for income tax purposes. The group donates the materials to the
charity which in turn, provides them to you. In this way the charity expands its outreach
without major expense and you benefit from donated or reduced cost materials.
Note: charitable tax receipts cannot be offered for labor.
The charity may also be willing to provide some volunteers to help with the project. These
volunteers may come from the charity’s own pool of volunteers but may also include staff
who want to help out after work or on a weekend.
Check with family, friends and community contacts to see if there is a charity willing to sponsor
the home renovation. It could be the local faith community, community groups such as Rotary or Knights of Columbus, or associations.
Large donors of materials often do not require charitable tax receipt because either they
have their own charitable foundation through which they make donations of materials or
money; or they list their donation as a marketing or other business expense (100% write-off ).
They often will ask for a charitable tax number, however, as a way of legitimizing your request. They assume that if the charity has determined that what you are asking for is appropriate, then their donation is also appropriate.
Charitable tax receipts can be given to anyone, including family, friends, neighbors or colleagues, who wish to donate financially to the project to help cover some of the costs. This
expands the charity’s donor pool which will reflect well on the charity in its Annual Report to
its membership.
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Using a Support Circle for
the Project
Many families that have a loved one who has a disability have heard of “support circles” as
one way to provide ongoing support. These circles are a group of interested people who come
together regularly (e.g., monthly, quarterly) to discuss ways they can be helpful now and in
the future.
For example, a support circle may include a person’s immediate and extended family, a few
friends, neighbors and colleagues from work. They may discuss how to help the person go
on vacation, how to include the person in other community activities, how to help the person find work, and more. The members of such a circle may start off with the intent of being
helpful to the person with a disability, but over time they find out that the relationship is
more mutual. We all have gifts to share and support circles are one place for people to identify and use those gifts. Furthermore, although the group originally met around one person,
the members end up being helpful to each other as well. At that point, the circle becomes
what traditional communities were all about – helping each other when needs arose.
Here are some tips on how a support circle might work if you have a large renovation project.
They are not in any specific order. You might use some or all of the following ideas to develop
a support circle for your renovation project. Take only those ideas that apply to you and change
or add ideas that meet the specific needs of the project.
Remember that a support circle is only effective when the person with the long-term care
needs agrees with the idea and participates in making decisions. Keep in mind that the support circle can be used in many different ways. It can also be used for someone who has a
chronic illness; for someone (old or young) living at home alone and needing extra help to
stay in their own home; for a parent who wants some time away from the children once or
twice a week; and for people who want to increase their circle of friends. In other words,
support circles are not just for renovation projects – do not be limited by the ideas presented
here. In fact, many circles are not “for” any specific purpose, but rather are a way to making
sure that the person has a good life.
I use the word friends to include family members and friends who do not live with the person, as well as volunteers who over time will probably become friends of the person.
It helps to have one or two friends act as the coordinator(s) of the support circle. This person
is generally not the person with the long-term care needs nor any person living with them.
The coordinator is responsible for organizing everyone’s schedule based on what people have
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agreed to do. Freeing this responsibility from the person or their immediate family allows
them to concentrate on the typical day-to-day details of their lives.
How do you recruit enough people? Janet Klees, Co-Executive Director of Legacies and a person who works with support circles suggests starting off with a pot-luck supper or evening
social event to bring people together. The coordinator will collect the names from the person
and their family and friends of those likely to want to be involved, at least in an initial meeting to talk about the project. No one needs to commit to anything before the meeting other
than to attend and brainstorm ideas. It will be easier for people on the list to say “no” to the
request to the coordinator than to the person or their family, which is why the coordinator
should make the calls.
People can be recruited from the family, friends and work colleagues who live in the area;
people from clubs and organizations that the person belongs to (e.g., service clubs, volunteer work, veterans groups), and where the person worships. Another group that is often
overlooked is neighbors. Neighbors are often willing to do something specific like help doing
some painting or bringing over food for volunteers or helping run errands, or cleaning up
outside during construction. Friends, family and neighbors may also help with basic child
care to free up others who want to do the actual construction work. In our experience, the
more specific and time-limited the request, the more likely someone will say, “Oh sure. I can
do that.”
You may recruit other volunteers through local businesses, labor groups and unions, hardware store’s staff, construction companies and smaller contractors, the Legion, seniors groups,
corporations who have volunteer teams (they use the work as a team-building exercise), charitable and not-for-profit programs, do-it-yourself workshop groups, and volunteer centers.
The number of people you need in the circle depends on the size of the project and whether
you might like to keep the circle going after the project is done. For larger projects that will
take weeks or months, a few dedicated volunteers plus a larger group who can contribute a
few hours or days of work seems best. The dedicated volunteers ensure continuity between
parts of the job while short-term volunteers may have skills needed for only a short time.
By the end of that first meal or evening social, people may commit to be part of the actual
construction project or they may have ideas of who might be very helpful. For example, a
neighbor may not feel comfortable doing any of the construction but their brother-in-law or
friend may be a trades person who occasionally helps out on projects like this. They might
offer to call them and ask themselves or suggest the coordinator call them directly.
A logbook is a helpful communication tool when more than a few people are involved in a
big project. In this log book, volunteers, the contractor, the person with long-term care needs,
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and the family can all write notes about what they did when the others were out or what they
need for the next day to continue the work. You might also include a ‘guest book’ portion in
the book where guests write in inspirational, spiritual, or funny thoughts during the actual
renovation. These comments make great keepsakes if you make a photo album or scrapbook
of the renovation.
Recognize that not everyone who wants to be a member of the support circle will be accepted, for various reasons. If the person, for whom the works is being done, prefers not to
have someone come to their home, the coordinator tells that person that the decision should
not be taken personally. It feels personal, however, but you can help the person accept that
one person does not want them in their home but others will still value their contributions.
Some people do not “click” and that is all right. Or it may be a question of privacy or gender.
That person might still participate indirectly by cooking some meals, making phone calls, or
helping run errands without having to enter the home. They may be helped to find another
project for which to volunteer.
Recognize that whenever a few people get together there are tensions, misunderstandings
and mistakes. People are doing their best but may do little things that annoy each other.
Recognize these stresses and discuss them with others on a one-to-one basis or at general
meetings if the problem goes beyond a few people. An example is people who enter the
person’s home, in an area where there is no construction, without offering to take off their
shoes. This custom is perfectly acceptable in many people’s homes but unacceptable in other
homes. Knowing these little things help make the experience more positive for everyone.
The key is to remember that members are visiting someone’s home where the individual and
family are used to certain routines and behaviors. It is quite different from visiting that person at work or in the shopping center where routines must blend in with other people’s routines. The coordinator can be helpful in listening to family members and understanding their
customs, fears and concerns. They can convey these back to volunteers, the contractor and
others coming to the home as a list of expectations on the project (e.g., Whenever it is safe
and possible, please remove your shoes).
The family needs to understand that when volunteers come into their homes, the family
must show respect and appreciation. Small gestures make a big difference. For example,
welcoming people when they arrive, being prepared for the day’s work, offering refreshments
and making sure that volunteers either bring their own lunch or are given lunch (e.g., some
volunteers not working on the construction work can bring lunch for the workers).
It is sometimes difficult to draw the line between giving support and making decisions for
people. Regardless of your views and wishes, you must, as a support circle member, follow
the wishes of the person as best you can. If necessary, call the coordinator to make different
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arrangements so that you do not have to do anything that goes against your strongly held
beliefs. At the same time, the person does not have to give up control over their life to make
you happy. This line between providing support and making decisions should be discussed
at most general meetings to help remind people of this gentle, yet vital, balance.
Support Circle members may be uncomfortable at first with the person’s disability. If they do
not have a lot of contact with the person, this is quite normal. Help them understand the
person’s gifts, their abilities and their home renovation needs. Help them learn any specific
communication tips that will increase everyone’s comfort. Over time the comfort levels of
everyone will increase.
Support circle members may hear confidential information from the person and their family
members. All this information is confidential and must not be repeated to anyone without
permission. This includes one’s own family and curious neighbors. The smaller one’s community, the harder it is to keep information confidential. Confidentiality is a useful topic to
discuss at a group meeting to ensure the person’s privacy. In some cases, the individual or
family may request a confidentiality agreement be signed by all members.
Use the talents you have rather than try to learn many new ones. Find people who have the
skills and interests you lack so that you can concentrate on using your talents. For example,
you may be good at demolition work but not at rebuilding. Someone else may help with
cooking for volunteers while someone else has a ‘handyman’ hobby that includes some of
the skills needed for this project. At all times, you can offer to be the ‘gofer’ to help out with
carrying supplies, cleaning up at the end of the day, or ensuring the work site is safe .
There may also be household chores that would help the family immensely including some
cooking, cleaning, gardening, walking the dog, or running errands. If the person with the
long-term care needs would benefit from some help with eating and drinking, transportation to appointments, or getting around the house, this would be an excellent way to help.
For support circle members committed to helping out with the project remember some of
these things:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorporate this project into your life and give it priority in a way that fits in with your
other priorities, e.g., family and work.
When you make a commitment, stick to it.
Know your capabilities and respect your limits.
Use others for support.
Confidentiality is critical.
Respect the person’s home. It is not just a construction site but their home.
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The coordinator of the project is the focal point for a smooth running project. They act as the
center point for information between the person whose home is getting renovated, the contractor, and all the volunteers.
The circle may decide that it would help to meet regularly during the project. The meeting
could be held at lunch time every week or two. All circle members would be invited but likely
only those working that day plus a few others will attend. At the meeting you might discuss:
1. updates on the project,
2. how people feel about the progress to date (both positives and negatives),
3. jobs that need doing in the short and long term,
4. stories that bind the group together more strongly.
Someone should take good notes to include in the log book so that everyone stays up-todate on what is happening and what can be done to make the project even more enjoyable
and successful.
Volunteers and members of a support circle feel connected to practical, useful work. This
project is a wonderful way to build community beyond what is required for a construction
project. When everyone benefits from the process, life-long friendships can begin or continue.
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The 9-Step Process
There are, obviously, hundreds of steps necessary to complete a large renovation project.
The following nine steps are just one way to break down the process into manageable pieces.
Like all work there is a planning stage followed by the beginning, middle and end of the
work. For the purpose of this process, we are assuming a large renovation project. A simpler
process can be used for smaller house modifications. Adapt this process to meet your own
needs.
The process puts a lot of emphasis on the planning stages as this is where most of the cost
savings can be made and where a lot of the frustrations of renovating can be minimized.
The 9-step process is:
Planning
1. What you need and would like to have done
Beginning
2. Getting several quotes of the costs
3. Choosing and working with a contractor
4. The Asking Role and how someone can fulfill it
Middle
5. Work site safety
6. Ordering and delivery of materials
7. Working with volunteers on site
End
8. Ending the project
9. Regular maintenance
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1.
What You Need and
Would Like to Have Done
The beginning of the planning starts with looking at what you need done to accommodate
any disabilities or long-term care needs. You need to make a careful assessment, perhaps
with the help of others who have gone through this process before, to decide whether you
need to widen doorways, move electrical switches, or build a wheelchair ramp to the front or
side door. A physiotherapist and occupational therapist may be helpful professionals to bring
in to do an assessment for you.
You might also consider a home inspector to look at all aspects of your home so that some of
the other needed repairs can be done at the same time. For example, when you take down
old drywall to insulate a wall might also be the time to upgrade wiring or protect the exterior
wall from leaks. A home inspector can help you identify these areas of concern before you
plan too far ahead. A home inspector or government energy savings consultant will also be
able to advise you on how to include energy savings in your home renovation plans that go
beyond typical building code requirements. For example, R2000 home standards may be
possible in your renovation to cut energy costs in the coming years.
To get a sense of what you need done you begin by writing down:
1. what is the goal you want to accomplish? For example:
(a) I want Grandpa to live with us in such a way that he has his own space (for home care
people to come and help him, to make his own cup of tea, and to enjoy his own television) and we have our own space.
(b) We want a space within our home that feels like a full, separate home for Julie – one
where she can have her own visitors, cook her own meals, and have enough room for an
overnight support person.
2. what is preventing this from happening now? For example:
(a) Grandpa uses a wheelchair, therefore, needs an elevator to access the house from
outside and go between the basement and main floor; bathroom and bedroom renovations; wider doors; lower light switches and higher electrical plugs.
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(b) The basement has no kitchen for Julie and she has mobility problems moving her
arms above her shoulders. Therefore she needs a kitchen, lower cupboards and closet shelving, a separate bedroom for a support worker and bathroom renovations to accommodate
Julie (lower shower head) and a supporter to help with bathing.
List only those conditions that require modifications and/or renovations to their home. These
conditions do not define the person – they only identify what needs must be accommodated. For example, the fact that Julie may not be able to speak well or that Grandpa has
continence problems is not related to home renovations.
Once you have a list of the conditions that home modifications and/or renovations may help
accommodate, you have two choices:
1. call in at least three contractors who can suggest ways to modify and/or renovate your
home to meet your specific needs and get quotes from them about the estimated costs,
or
2. review the information in the rest of this chapter to have a better sense, yourself, of what
you need and then call in the contractors for their ideas and quote. If possible, visit accessible homes to see how the bathrooms, kitchen, bedrooms and other rooms are designed. Adapt those designs to your needs. Read books about home renovation floor plans
and design options to get a broader sense of what is possible.
This method provides you with more knowledge going into negotiations with a contractor
but also takes more time.
The rest of this chapter looks at different needs and different types of projects and what you
might consider in planning for any one of these. These projects are the ones we have been
most involved in during our pilot project. They do not represent all the types of modifications and renovations that are possible but they do represent the more common ones.
NOTE: After a careful review of your needs and information from contractors and others
with some expertise in this field, you may decide to research whether it is better to move to a
new home rather than do a major renovation. Sometimes, people spend a great deal of money,
time and resources to make changes to their homes when a different home may be better.
There is the emotional cost of leaving the home they are used to but the emotional costs of
renovating can also be very high. Compare the list of what is needed with other types of
homes that might meet the needs better than the present home ever could. It may help to
look at the last section of this chapter to see if modifying floor plans of a new home or
designing your own new home is a better option.
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Re-Sale Value of Your Home
A significant consideration when looking at any renovation to your home is the re-sale value
of the home and whether the renovation increases its value. Since a family home is often the
family’s largest financial asset, it is important not to diminish the value and, if possible, increase its value.
Whether you ever sell your home or not, the equity you own in your home appreciates as the
home’s value appreciates giving you more financial options in the future (e.g., re-mortgaging
your home in 10 years time to get extra cash when needed). Free advice about these aspects
of your home renovations can come from your local Realtor. Their advice benefits them because they are building a pool of prospects (yourself and any of your family or friends who
you might refer them to). They know more than most people what the average value of homes
in your area are worth and what prospective buyers are looking for. They usually recommend that improvements to bathrooms and kitchens contribute most to the resale value of a
home. However, significant modifications for accessibility tend not to increase the resale
value except to buyers with similar needs (a much smaller market). It’s like having a swimming pool which is an asset but limits the market to only those who want a pool.
Spending a few extra dollars to do a project “right” from the beginning can also significantly
affect the value of the home down the road. Three examples:
1. If, in putting on a main floor addition, you include a walk-out from the bedroom to the
outside you benefit the person using the room now, but in future, that bedroom could
become a home office with a separate entrance and separate bathroom for clients.
2. Enlarging the size of the addition slightly, for example a bedroom from 10 x 12 to 12 x 14
would allow the bedroom, in future, to become a family room. You are adding only 48
square feet but the overall size now becomes the more popular size for a family room.
3. Enlarging the size could also lead to the room and bathroom becoming an “in-law” suite
or rental unit with only the need for a kitchenette to be added later on. Planning for a
kitchenette means you back it onto the bathroom wall where the plumbing already exists. If a stove is necessary you will also need to add a wire from the electrical box specific
for the stove.
Although functionality is important (e.g., use of grab bars, toilet adaptations, bathtub seats,
etc.), it is also important to think of aesthetics for the person using the room or home now
but also for future users. Try to minimize the “institutional” look of the bathroom (and other
rooms for that matter). The easiest way to do this is to use ‘portable’ fixtures that can be
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taken with the person if they should move. It is then a small matter to fill some holes in the
wall and repaint the room. If you install permanent fixtures, it will be more costly to return
the bathroom to a non-institutional look if you decide to move.
The following is a list of typical renovations that can have a positive impact on the value of
your home. According to the findings of the Appraisal Institute of Canada in its national 1999
Renovations and Home Value Survey, some renovations will result in a higher average payback (or dollars returned) at the time of sale. For example, when you spend $10,000 on a new
kitchen, you will get about $7,200 back as part of the sale price of your home.
• Interior painting and decor (73%)
• Kitchen (72%)
• Bathroom (68%)
• Exterior painting (65%)
• Flooring upgrades (62%)
• Window/door replacement (57%)
• Main floor family room addition (51%)
• Fireplace addition (50%)
• Basement renovation(49%)
• New furnace or heating system (48%)

Different Types of Projects and What You Need to Know
Mobility is one of the greatest needs that can be met through modifications and renovations.
If a person uses a wheelchair, the inside and outside doors must be wider. There has to be a
safe way into and out of the home (i.e., chair lift, wheelchair ramp, internal elevator with a
direct door opening to the outside).
If a person uses a wheelchair and is unable to move about on their own or unable to use their
arms, then you will not have to make as many modifications. For example, you will not have
to modify the kitchen or move light switches and electrical plugs. On the other hand, any
elevator or porch lift will have to carry two people plus the wheelchair to be safest.
Aside from major renovations, there are also technological advances you may want to research that can make the home more accessible, safe and comfortable. Technological advances include such things as voice-activated doors and appliances, and more interactive
computers. Some of these exist already and an assistive devices store or agency can help you
determine what is possible now and in the near future.
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The following are specific projects and some considerations for each. Choose those that meet
your specific needs. Check the References for books or resources that may provide greater
detail.
To Widen Doorways and Improve Doors
Most standard doors are 30 inches. If possible, they should be widened to 36 inches which is
the maximum standard door size (i.e., not a customized door and therefore less expensive)
to reduce door-frame damage by a wheelchair.
Consider the doorknobs – instead of typical circular door knobs you can replace them with
lever handles that are easier to use.
You can get remote door openers. Ask your local assistive devices retailers for information
and costs (about $1,800 installed). To reduce costs, try to buy directly from the manufacturer.
Keep in mind that door frames have two studs on either side of the door to support the door
and keep the door opening square (so door swings open and closed easily). To widen the
door opening, you cannot take out one stud on either side. You must move the studs to the
right width so that there are still two studs on either side). A double stud on each side prevents warping and maintains the rigidity needed for the door jam.
When installing new doors, consider the optimum direction of swing. Doors most often open
into a room but do not have to. The key to the swing is to use up as little space as possible in
the swing. If swinging the door out into a hallway does not block anything in the hallway, you
may have extra space in the room to accommodate your furniture. For example, if the door
swings out into the hall against a wall or closest, then it is not in anyone’s way or likely to hit
anyone.
In some cases when a person is likely to accidentally block their door with furniture and,
therefore, block their exit in an emergency, it is helpful to have two doors to that room with
one opening into the room and the other opening out. If you only have one door into the
room, install it opening out.
One other door option is to install a pocket door that slides into a cavity in the wall. Pocket
doors are particularly helpful for people using wheelchairs. They come in a variety of sizes
(up to 36 inches wide) and are easier to open and close without moving the chair. These
doors take up no space in the room and you cannot block them. However, they are more
costly. NOTE: these doors are only possible if there are no electrical wires in the “pocket” of
the wall.
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Heights of Switches and Electrical Plugs
If the person can reach standard height switches and plugs, keep them at that standard height
for resale purposes (and to save the effort). If you need to move them lower or higher, stay as
close to the standard height as you can.
You may also consider putting in remote switches. Standard toggle switches are replaced by
button switches that anyone can use but also includes a sensor so that one or more remotes
can be placed anywhere else in the room including on a wall, on a wheelchair, or on the bed’s
night stand. All building supply stores carry these remote switches.
Lamps
If dexterity is an issue, consider ‘touch’ lamps which turn on and off by touching the lamp
anywhere. Every lighting store now carries these. They come as standard lamps or with dimmers.
Some General Considerations about Flooring
Hard flooring options (from most expensive to least expensive generally) include: hardwood,
ceramics, laminate flooring, sheet vinyl, and vinyl tiles
Laminate flooring wears better than hardwood. Scuff marks from walkers, canes, and wheelchairs are harder to remove from hardwood. They are equally warm to the touch. Laminate
flooring has the advantage of “floating” on a foam underlay which makes it easier for seniors
and those with leg joint problems to walk. Laminate floors have become less expensive over
the years so that they are often less than half the cost of hardwood. Glued together laminate
provides a completely sealed floor so spills and accidents do not harm the floor or sub-floor
(i.e., best in kitchens, bathrooms, or a porch) and, therefore, may be more practical than
hardwood. Clipped together laminate is not appropriate for these rooms and should never
be used in areas where moisture is present (kitchen, baths or mud rooms). Hardwood has
the advantage that it can be refinished and some people prefer its appearance to laminate
floors. Therefore, if you have hardwood, it is not financially beneficial to take it out to replace
it with laminate. You may need to add more coats of varathane especially in heavy traffic
areas for someone using a walker or wheelchair.
Ceramics are often the most appropriate in bathrooms for appearance sake, resale value and
moisture resistance. They are, however, also more painful should a person fall (e.g., because
of seizures). Keep in mind that whatever flooring is used in the bathroom, the perimeter
should be completely sealed using caulking. A person who requires help with bathing is likely
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to get more water on the floor, so you want the floor completely sealed to prevent water
damage to the sub-floor. The bathroom floor should be as tolerant to water as the shower
floor, therefore ceramic is probably the best choice. If the bathroom has a roll-in shower, the
entire bathroom floor should have a vinyl floor liner under the ceramic tiles because a fair
amount of water will likely get onto the bathroom floor from the roll-in shower.
A second option for bathroom floors is sheet vinyl (up to 12 feet wide). You want to use the
correct width of vinyl sheet so there are no seams. This flooring must also be sealed along the
perimeter. This choice is less expensive than ceramics but does not offer the same value for
resale nor is it as attractive. It is just as good at protecting the sub-floor.
The key to a good installation of vinyl flooring is the condition of the underlay. This underlay
surface must be completely smooth including seams, nail or screw holes to ensure that these
are not visible through the vinyl.
Vinyl tiles are the easiest for “do-it-yourselfers’. In areas where there is not an excessive amount
of water getting on the floor and where the floor needs to be easy to clean, vinyl tiles are the
least expensive. If the area is going to be used by wheelchairs, good quality, commercial vinyl
tiles will be necessary. Less expensive, residential tiles tend to be too soft and easily marked
by a wheelchair or the feet of walkers.
Carpeting
Carpeting is not ideal for most renovation situations for people with mobility concerns. If
warmth is a big factor, however, carpeting is best. The lower the pile, the less risk of tripping.
You can use walkers on a low pile but not on higher pile. If the person uses a wheelchair and
wants the warmth of carpet, a commercial grade carpet glued down is the best option. There
is no foam under pad or foam backing to the carpet and the jute backing is glued directly to
the hard sub-floor surface. You will still have the warmth factor and the carpet will not ‘pucker’
when the person turns the chair. The wheels do not sink in as much because there is no foam
so it will be easier to roll the chair.
Area rugs, throw rugs, and bath mats can present significant hazards to individuals with
mobility challenges. People can easily slip or trip on these floor coverings. There are ones
that you can glue down but the corners and edges still present a tripping hazard.
If the flooring is for a new house or addition, and the floor’s warmth is important to you, you
can use radiant, in-floor heating. The heating system is actually part of the floor. This is also
an excellent alternative to increasing the size of your furnace if you are adding on an addition.
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Converting a Standard 4-piece Bathroom to Make it Wheelchair Accessible
The following are suggestions for converting a standard bathroom into a more accessible
and safe bathroom.
1. Probably the least expensive conversion includes: adding some grab bars around the tub,
toilet and sink; a tub bench; a roll-under sink; space between the toilet and tub to allow
wheelchair access to the tub bench for easier transfer on their own or with help; and
widening the bathroom door. Most standard bathroom doors are 24-26 inches wide.
Wheelchairs usually need at least 32 inches.
2. If a person cannot transfer on their own from a wheelchair into the tub, and vice versa,
then adding a ceiling track is very helpful. Overhead/ceiling tracking is a system that lifts
a person from their bed to a chair or commode or helps them into a bathtub or onto a
toilet. A ceiling track is easily installed and removed and, therefore, will have less effect
on the resale value of the home.
3. A roll-in shower is very convenient for people with a high degree of independence as
they can transfer from their wheelchair to a commode or shower chair easily. A roll-in
shower is also an excellent option for people who need assistance with bathing. The person helping does not have to lean over the tub or do any heavy lifting.
4. Always use temperature-balanced shower heads (i.e., the water temperature does not
change when someone turns on water somewhere else in the house). They are about
twice the cost of an unbalanced shower head but the importance of having a predictable
temperature is critical to a disabled person’s comfort. If you change your mind after installing an unbalanced unit, it will cost a day’s labor plus the new shower head (about
$500) to convert.
5. Use slap handles (flat handles) or motion sensor taps rather than circular knobs.
6. Oblong toilets are better than conventional round toilet bowls. The oblong toilet is also
necessary for a bidet seat. Keep in mind the extra room required in the bathroom for the
larger toilet.
7. If you wish a bidet seat, make sure to have a GFI (ground fault interrupter – like the one
used for shavers and hair dryers) installed near the toilet.
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To Renovate an Existing Kitchen to Make it Wheelchair Accessible
1. The biggest change for the kitchen is to create a lower roll-under work surface, because a
standard counter is too high to work on comfortably from a wheelchair. The counter needs
to be lowered with some of the cupboards underneath removed to allow the wheelchair
to roll at least part way under the counter.
2. The sink needs to be lowered and opened underneath for wheelchair access. Ensure the
pipes are insulated to prevent leg burns.
3. Arrangements of cabinets, cupboards and appliances need to be adjusted to allow space
for the wheelchair. A separate stovetop can be lowered with the oven and microwave
moved to suitable levels. A fridge with the freezer on the bottom or a side-by-side fridgefreezer is best. Since upper cupboards are not functional for someone in a wheelchair,
replace lower cupboards with large drawers for easier access at the front and back. If the
person is sharing the kitchen with someone able to reach the higher cupboards, then put
less-used dishes, pots, etc. in those.
4. For the stovetop, ensure knobs are at the front.
5. A remote operated exhaust fan and light are necessary.
Any electrical device can be made into a remote controlled device through the simple installation of a switch available through most building supply stores.
To Renovate a Basement into a Self-Contained Apartment
1. The most important aspect of renovating the basement is the height of the ceiling. If it is
not possible to walk through the entire living space without ducking your head, it is probably not a practical renovation. The ideal is at least 6 feet, 6 inches (78 inches) for a finished height but 6 feet also works. This includes under the duct work for heating and air
conditioning and supporting beams. Therefore, there should be 72 - 78 inches of space
from the basement flooring to the bottom of any beams and duct work. In newer homes,
the standard is now 84-inches of clearance.
Construction methods used to finish the basement ceiling should always maximize height.
Plumbing and electrical can probably be easily moved to fit within the floor joists. Duct
work can often be modified so that all but the main duct can also fit within the floor
joists. Lighting can all fit within the joists whether they are pot lights or fluorescent box
lighting.
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2. Windows and fire safety awareness are your number two consideration in a basement
renovation. There must be smoke and carbon monoxide detectors and suitable escape
routes for anyone living in a basement with special consideration required for people
who have mobility difficulties. Windows are not only to allow in natural light, they also
allow for an escape in case of an emergency. Most municipalities require an opening
window large enough to allow for an emergency escape in all bedrooms. The minimum
is usually 2 x 2 feet or 4 square feet. If at all possible, windows should be enlarged to the
maximum possible size.
Many basement windows sit a foot or more above the surrounding ground. There is no
reason why these windows cannot be enlarged right to the level of the ground with the
provision of a small well to catch the water. This larger window will often double the size
of basement windows to let in more light as well. If the width of the window is not being
changed there is no need for any structural change. Above the window is usually a continuous steel lintel (wide, thin sheet of steel) which supports the structure of the house
above the window while taking all of the pressure and weight of the house off the window. The window, itself, can offer no structural support, otherwise it would not open. If
you change the width of the window you will have to change the lintel to a longer one as
well. This requires a fairly high level of expertise to ensure structural integrity.
If you only change the height of the window, you take out the old window, cut the hole in
the concrete below the old window and install the larger window. A contractor can complete the enlarging of a window height and install the window in about 2-3 hours.
To help a person escape their bedroom, you might place a 4-step stool covered with easily removed items so they can climb up the steps and out through the window. You might
also have a double step beside a dresser which is under the window. Again a quick sweep
of the dresser allows for easy exit. You can also buy rope ladders to help someone climb
out of a basement window.
3. The third consideration is lighting. Basements are often seen as “dark” places. For lighting,
pot lights are the nicest esthetically. They are warm, have no overhead obstruction and
create no glare. Recessed fluorescent lighting which is available in 1 x 4 foot fixtures will
also fit between the floor joists. Again they cause no overhead obstruction, no glare and
provide a greater quantity of light at a substantially reduced cost. Two 1 x 4 foot fluorescent light fixtures equals up to 8 pot lights (equals about half the price for the fixtures and
about half the cost of electricity and the bulbs themselves). There are also 2 foot and 8
foot fluorescent bulbs but always use 4 footers as they are the least expensive and more
readily available. The four-foot bulbs are also easier to transport home from the store
than 8 footers, and extra bulbs are easier to store.
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By choosing the appropriate bulb for your fluorescent fixtures you can change the color
of the light. For example, fluorescent bulbs come in various styles including daylight,
cool white and warm white. With daylight bulbs and the natural sunlight coming through
smaller basement windows, you still get the “feel” of a room lit by natural sunlight. You
can use table lamps and wall lamps with incandescent bulbs to offer a different ‘mood’ to
the room’s lighting.
Other ceiling and wall fixtures can also be used where overhead obstruction is not a concern.
When in doubt, more lighting is always better than less. Lights in the basement are going
to be on more often and longer than on a main floor, so energy efficiency is a bigger issue
to consider.
4. The fourth major consideration is the basement’s dampness and the resulting musty smells.
If the basement walls leak, the repairs have to made from the outside. This can be caused
by:
•
•
•
•
•

damaged foundations walls
cracks
walls not properly waterproofed
blocked or damaged weeping tiles
blocked or damaged down spouts

Any cracks or damage to foundation walls should also be repaired and sealed from the
inside.
There are compounds available for sealing the inside of basement walls to further reduce
any risk of moisture penetration.
When framing the exterior walls of the basement, tar paper should be applied between
the concrete wall and studs. This will reduce the risk of any moisture damaging the insulation.
The bottom plate of all basement walls must be placed on 6 millimeter super poly (plastic sheet). For larger projects, you can buy this poly in 12- inch wide rolls and should be
under all wood that comes into contact with the concrete to prevent any transfer of moisture. Smaller applications can use 6 mil super poly vapor barrier that has been cut into
12-inch strips.
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Once the exterior walls are framed and insulated, a 6 millimeter poly vapor barrier is
stapled to the studs from top to bottom to enclose the insulation and prevent any transfer of vapor moisture to inside the basement.
Another form of moisture coming into the basement is a backup in the floor drains. To fix
the backup in the floor drains – before the renovations are done to the basement, the
floor drains should have one-way valves installed which will allow water to run down the
drain but not back up.
Basements tend to hold moisture, therefore, a high-volume exhaust fan in any bathroom
or kitchen is vital. This will remove most of the humidity from showers, baths, and boiling pots on the stove. These fans are quieter than typical fans. If there is already a noisy
fan there, it is easy to replace with a better quality fan that is quieter. An exhaust fan is
mandatory in a bathroom or kitchen without a window. However, the exhaust fan should
be included in all bathroom and kitchen renovations.
Another method of improving air quality and temperature balance in a basement is to
locate a cold air return vent near the floor in the main area of the basement, in a central
hallway or near the center of the basement in as open an area as possible. This vent draws
in the cold air from throughout the basement into the furnace to be heated and sent out
again.
Lowering your basement heating vents from the ceilings to the bottom of the walls in
each room will keep the floor of your basement much warmer (heat rises).
Wooden paneling (or similar products) are not recommended for basement walls because they tend to be dark and every effort should be made to brighten the basement.
Existing paneling can be painted by applying a good quality primer first and then one or
two coats of a light colored paint.
Basement floors are an excellent place for laminate flooring because it is installed on a
foam underlay which offers insulation and there is a low transfer of moisture and cold
from the concrete floor. Laminate flooring also transforms the appearance of the basement so it looks more like a main floor.
Main Floor Addition Including Wheelchair Accessible Bedroom and Bathroom
The first consideration in adding onto your existing home is where the addition is going to
be. The addition is going to change the footprint of the house (i.e., it will be outside the present
foundation). Therefore, you may need a variance from your municipality to increase the size
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of your house relative to the size of your property. Each municipality has regulations about
the set back from the street, the set back from side lot lines as well as the percentage of your
lot that may be covered by all buildings. There are further regulations about the percentage
of window space you can have relative to wall space (e.g., 15%). This rule may affect the size
of windows you want to have in your addition.
You will have to decide whether to include a full basement under the addition or a crawl
space or perimeter foundation (only gravel or dirt under addition). NOTE: building a full
basement under your addition is the least expensive way to increase the future living space
in a home (per square foot). The cost of digging and building a foundation are quite high so
you will want to consider whether adding a storey to your home might be better. (See next
section.)
Changing the square footage of the house may also require a change to the heating and cooling systems (furnace, air conditioner). Check with your heating and cooling manufacturer to
see if the present furnace and air conditioner can meet the needs of a larger home.
Running electrical wire is much less expensive than running plumbing. Therefore, when planning the renovation, try to locate the new bathroom as close to existing plumbing as possible. This is also important if you want to include a kitchen now, or in the future.
If the addition is for someone who uses a wheelchair, you must take extra care in the planning to ensure that the turning radius in each room and from one room to another is sufficient for the chair, that doors are wide enough, etc. The position of doorways and the direction they swing must be considered. Having the person review the plan or someone else who
uses a chair will be helpful. Different wheelchairs require different space depending on the
size and particular features of the chair (e.g., a 16-inch wide manual wheelchair versus a 20inch wide power wheelchair with extended leg rests).
Keep in mind that the bedroom will have to accommodate the normal bedroom furniture
plus the wheelchair and probably a commode/shower chair. Each takes up about 12 square
feet. You may also need transfer poles near the bed to help get in and out and/or grab bars on
the wall (this limits where dressers and other furniture can go).
If ceiling tracking is going to be used to facilitate transfers, special consideration needs to be
given to the configuration of roof trusses and ceiling joists. The direction of the trusses can
affect how a ceiling track will be installed. Having the ceiling track running perpendicular to
the roof trusses or joists will allow more weight to be carried on the track. You could also add
extra joists or cross bracing to add strength. All of these considerations are relatively inexpensive and can save lots of effort later on when the track is installed. The advantage of build-
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ing an addition rather than converting existing space is that you can make some of these
decisions, with the help of a knowledgeable contractor, in advance and save money down
the road.
If you are going to use ceiling tracking from one room to the other, you should not have a
‘header’ at the top of door ways. This ensures that the track can run smoothly from one room
to the next. There should be no additional cost for doing this. It is necessary to plan for this to
avoid having to take out the standard header above doorways.
For someone using a wheelchair, consider an accessible exit door from the bedroom. This
has obvious uses on a daily basis but is also helpful during an emergency for easy exit (i.e., do
not have to go through the main part of the house). This exit door is also a resale feature, in
the future, if someone wants a home office or rental apartment. For this door consider having the lowest threshold possible (for easy access for wheelchairs and walkers). There must
be a threshold, however, because exterior doors must have a frame around all four sides to
allow a weather tight seal. The threshold will have to accommodate a wedge (sloped door
tread) or small ramp for easy entry and exit.
If you are going to have an exterior door, check the minimum thermal requirements for the
door to ensure that drafts (which are particularly uncomfortable in a bedroom) are reduced
to the minimum and that the door does not lose the bedroom heat.
Consider how high the windows will be in your additional rooms. For example, most living
room windows are lower to give a better view outside rather than bedroom windows which
are higher to give more light and privacy to the room. For someone in a bedroom for many
hours of the day and night, however, a lower window might be better as it gives them a better
view of the outside world.
For your bedroom window, the building department will tell you how large the opening needs
to be for an emergency exit. There will be minimum requirements. You may want a larger
opening given your circumstances especially if you do not have an exit door.
If a person is likely to spend most of their time in this additional bedroom, consider having
an outside garden, tree, and bird feeder to add a view and some natural activity.
The choice of flooring depends on the individual. If a person uses a walker or wheelchair,
then carpeting is not as good an option as hard-surface flooring. If they have allergies or
respiratory problems, carpets should also be avoided.
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If the flooring is for an addition (or for a new house), and the floor’s warmth is important to
you, you can install radiant, in-floor heating. This is also an alternative to increasing the size
of your furnace if you are adding on an addition. You might need a window air conditioner to
supplement central air, if you have it.
In the case where someone uses an electric wheelchair or scooter, ensure a plug is accessible
in the areas where these items are placed overnight so they can be easily recharged.
To Add a Second Story or Partial Second Story
The concerns about adding a second story to your house for added bedrooms, an extra bathroom, or a self-contained apartment are similar to an addition to the main floor. Some extra
considerations, include:
Check with the Municipal By-law Department to ensure you can add onto your house. You
will not have to change or add to the foundation but there may be height restrictions in your
neighourhood.
Have an experienced contractor look at the house and its foundation to see if a second story
can be built. The Municipal Permits Department will likely require you to get engineered
floor joists and roof trusses to ensure the stability of the home.
Plan for the best location for a stair lift or internal elevator if mobility is a concern now or in
the future.
The considerations for window size, bathroom size are similar for the second floor addition.
Remember the By-law Department has restrictions on window sizes which must be checked.
Extra consideration must be given for an emergency exit. Ideally, if a person uses a wheelchair, their bedroom would be on the main floor for easy exit. If that is not possible, then put
in extra smoke and carbon dioxide detectors to increase the early warning of either danger. It
may be possible to add on a bedroom balcony or, on a partial second story, a ‘walk out’ onto
a part of the roof where the person could get help from firefighters outside the house.
Elevator/Lift
When looking to buy any type of elevator or lift (porch lift or stair lifts) check to see if a used
model is available in your area first. Check with the staff at regional rehabilitation centers or
hospitals, centers providing services to people with disabilities, and centers for seniors. These
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places may also have bulletin boards with “Wanted/For Sale” signs or you could put up your
own ad requesting a used elevator or lift.
You may even be able to get an elevator or lift for free if the person selling the unit is willing to
accept a charitable tax receipt from an organization you are affiliated with (including faith
communities). This is a win-win situation for everyone. For example, your local church may
be able to give a charity tax receipt to someone for donating an elevator to you. The church
gets credit for helping you, the seller has a receipt to compensate them for the unit, and you
get the unit you need.
Internal Elevator
When choosing where you will put your elevator consider the following:
Starting at the main floor, try to locate the elevator close to the entry door so that you do not
have to go through other rooms with dirty wheels before accessing the elevator. Then check
the other floors to see how placing the elevator there will affect those floors. If the entry door
area is difficult to maneuver a wheelchair within or has too much traffic and is cluttered with
shoes, sports equipment and coats, consider another more convenient entry area. For example, rather than the front door area, you may use the side door area or create an new
entrance through a room that will allow easier access for an elevator shaft.
You do not want to have to move the following on any floor: main supporting beams in the
basement, the main hydro panel, the main drain and venting stacks and your main heating
and cooling ducts and furnace. Basically everything else can be modified although you want
to try to avoid moving bathrooms and kitchens where all the electrical and plumbing would
have to be moved.
If at all possible, have the entry for the elevator open outside, level with the ground or in the
garage. Since most elevators are specifically designed to your needs anyway and only one of
the sides (the supporting side) has to have a closed solid wall, you can have up to three doors
in the elevator. This means that you can have an elevator door in your garage to allow the
person in the chair to go directly from a dry garage (in all kinds of bad weather) directly into
the house without an outside porch lift. Also, by having an elevator with more than one door,
the person does not have to back into or out of the elevator but can wheel directly in through
one door and exit through another. The only disadvantage is that two or three sides of the
elevator are open to the walls within the shaft as it moves.
The most difficult part of installing an internal, residential elevator usually involves creating
the pit in the lowest floor so that the elevator floor can come down flush with the level of the
lowest floor. This pit is usually 10 to 16 inches deep.
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Reinforcing the support wall is crucial in order to support the weight of the elevator. The
elevator manufacturer can provide all the information you need.
The installation of the elevator itself, once the pit and support wall are prepared, requires a
qualified elevator mechanic but is relatively straight forward. Normal installation times for
an internal elevator are: about 2-4 days to prepare the pit and supporting wall and about 410 working days to install the elevator and have it safety inspected.
Porch Lift
You might choose a porch lift if you only need access to one floor in the house. If you are
going to install an internal elevator, try to buy one that will allow for a direct exit outside (see
above). If you need to go to two or three floors in your home, it is less expensive to install an
internal elevator than to have a porch lift plus a platform stair lift inside the house. Obviously
the elevator takes up less room, is easier to use in inclement weather than a porch lift and
provides greater mobility.
Porch lifts come in straight roll-on and roll-off or 90-degree turn styles. The roll-on and rolloff lift does not require the wheelchair to turn on the lift. The person simply rolls onto the lift
and rolls off when it reaches its new height. A 90-degree turn lift requires the person to turn
the chair on the lift before exiting.
Does the porch need to be extended to accommodate a lift? It may be cheaper to extend the
porch to accommodate a straight on, straight off lift than to buy and install a 90 degree turn
lift.
Remember, when looking to buy a lift, check around first to see if a used one is available.
Porch lifts are relatively easy to install. A person with some mechanical skill can install a
porch lift. For the most part the lifts come in a few sections and putting them together requires some physical labor but not a high degree of technical skill. You will need an external
electrical outlet (preferably a GFI plug). It is better if the plug is controlled by a switch inside
the house so that power to the lift can be switched off from inside for added safety (e.g., so
that neighborhood children cannot play with it).
The porch lift must be placed on a concrete slab and this should be one continuous concrete
pad, not patio stones. Making the pad is a simple, do-it-yourself job with materials available
at your local home renovation supplier (they will even tell you how to do it!).
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Follow the installation instructions of the porch lift manufacturer. You might also have a professional install it for you and do routine maintenance and service for you. There is very little
that tends to go wrong with them once they are installed correctly. The backup battery does
require regular maintenance as do the moving parts. Maintenance procedures are available
from the manufacturer.
If the lift does not make any sound when you push the button to go up or down, the safety
plate under the lift may be engaged. This is the plate which stops the lift from going down if
there is an obstruction under the lift (e.g., a pet, a foot, a ball or bike). Someone needs to go
under the lift and adjust the plate back into place to reset the safety feature. Follow the
manufacturer’s instructions.
Wheelchair Ramp
If the person using the ramp uses an electric wheelchair, it can be built steeper than the
commercial building code of 12 inches of run to one inch of rise. In our experience, there is
no code for residential wheelchair ramps at present so the steepness is determined by available space and the needs of the individual using the ramp. For example, if there are 2 steps
up to your entry door, a typical ramp will be about 21 feet long to cover the 21 inch rise from
ground level to the floor level of your house.
Where a ramp is used by someone who moves their wheelchair by pushing backwards with
their feet, the ramp needs the most gradual slope. If you need a turn because of space restrictions or location, the actual turn must be a flat platform – you should not turn on a slope as
it increases the level of difficulty and is riskier in inclement weather.
When deciding on a style of ramp consider the location (front of house, side or back) and the
height. For ramps which enter at the front of the house, more care should be given to integrate the ramp with the landscape to reduce any sense of ‘institutionalizing’ your home for
yourself and your neighbors. You are not trying to “hide” the ramp but your house frontage
should say something positive about the people who live in the home. Rather than the ramp
defining the people (“the wheelchair house” down the road) the ramp, well constructed and
landscaped just adds a bit of information about someone that uses a wheelchair.
The use of piza stone retaining walls and an interlocking stone ramp surface provides the
most appealing look for the front of a home. These can often be built so that the ramp, itself,
is invisible and what has been built looks more like landscaping improvements. The higher
the rise, the more expensive this style of ramp becomes. A rise of 40 inches can be completed
for about $4,000 to $5,000, if you shop around.
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Gardens and plants can be incorporated to minimize the visual effect of the ramp. Flower
beds or shrubs and trees can be incorporated at turns in the ramp.
Ramps can be built out of various materials. If you want to use concrete, pavement or interlocking stone, you will need to slope the ground up to the entry level with dirt, sand or gravel.
Building permits are usually not required for this kind of ramp.
Elevated ramps are most often made with a framework of pressure-treated pine supported
by concrete poured into 10-inch concrete sonatubes that go below the frost line. Many building material suppliers can assist you with a computerized drawing and materials list to meet
your requirements (similar to their programs to build decks). Surface materials for elevated
ramps include deck boards made of: pressure-treated pine, cedar, recycled materials, and
synthetic materials.
A few considerations:
1. Materials
Synthetic material are the most expensive, however, they last longer, do not require any maintenance (including painting or staining), do not splinter, and can be purchased with a nonslip patterned surface. The color is consistent throughout the material, scratches and bumps
are less visible.
Recycled materials have the same advantages as synthetic deck boards but do not have nonslip patterned surfaces. They are less expensive. You can buy paints with sand already mixed
in or mix a special sand available at building supply stores with the stain or protector yourself to improve traction. You can also add wooden slats (“speed bumps”) to improve traction.
An important and helpful feature of both synthetic and recycled material deck boards is that
due to their non-absorbent nature they do not absorb moisture during the warmth of the
day and frost over during colder nights.
Cedar, although very attractive, requires a lot of maintenance and does not stand up well to
high traffic. You will need to recoat the high traffic areas twice a year to avoid moisture getting into the wood and turning it black. Cedar is slippery when wet.
Pressure treated pine is the least expensive alternative and most readily available. The ramp
requires minimal maintenance. It does crack and splinter and has a tendency to frost over
due to the absorption of moisture. You can use sand to provide a bit of traction on a slippery
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ramp or mix special sand in with your paint or stain. Keep in mind that a slippery ramp is
more dangerous for someone walking down the ramp than someone using a wheelchair.
Pressure treated and cedar ramps, because they are more economical and almost impossible to blend in naturally with the home or landscaping are more suitable for side or rear
entrances. Synthetic or stone ramps can be colored to blend in more naturally.
2. Location
An ideal place for a ramp is in the garage. Given our weather patterns, a ramp in the dry area
of a garage can be very wise. You lose a parking spot but you will not need to shovel the ramp
clear of snow, put sand on a slippery ramp, or worry about rain. You can wait at the bottom of
the ramp until your ride arrives without having to worry about the weather. You can also use
a remote garage door opener to provide easy access to the garage.
Where the ramp is elevated off the ground, most municipalities require a permit. This will
usually depend on how high the ramp is off the ground.
Ramps should have a minimum width of their rolling surface of 36 inches. Building codes
will determine whether rails are required based on the height of the ramp. Even if rails are
not required the ramp should have a 4 inch curb on each side of the rolling surface to prevent
the chair from slipping off.
Modifying Floor Plans of a New Home to Make it Wheelchair Accessible
When buying a new home and having it modified to meet your specific needs, it helps to
have a person along with you during the buying and building process who can ensure that
what you want is actually what you get. For example, in the process described below, there is
a point where the actual building begins. You want that person to ensure that the elevator pit
is made to specifications, that the doorways are as wide as agreed upon, that the bathroom
configuration is as you wanted versus their standard model.
Increasingly, home builders with good business sense are realizing the need to accommodate purchasers with varying mobility issues. In fact, your modifications may actually save
the builder some costs. If you are in the market for a new home, speak with the builders in
your area to determine if any of their existing floor plans can be modified to meet your needs.
A compassionate, knowledgeable builder can assist you to modify a home at a nominal cost.
The key to minimizing this cost is to find ways to minimize the cost of labor and materials for
the builder.
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Ultimately, the cost of materials and labor for modifying the original design of the home
should not exceed 1 or 2 percent of the purchase price of the home (i.e., not including the
cost of additional equipment like an elevator or porch lift). Be prepared to pay for this. Be
reasonable. Expect to pay extra and substantially for anything that is not in the initial purchase agreement. For example, the second floor is often carpeting in a new home. If you
want a laminate or hardwood, expect to pay the difference. Be careful to have all of your
modifications and changes you require incorporated into the purchase agreement. Do not
accept a verbal agreement to make changes (“Oh, that won’t be a problem.”) Have it in writing because the sales person you deal with is not likely to be at the building site when you
argue with the site supervisor that the builder agreed with something verbally.
Once you have found a builder who will modify a home for you, go through their floor plans
thoughtfully. You can get the help of a contractor, architect or knowledgeable friend to help
you make a list of all that you would like in your house to compare to the standard floor
plans. Choose the plan(s) that requires the least changes. Take several copies of the plan(s)
home and spend the time necessary to modify it according to your needs. Make the changes
on the floor plan itself PLUS write out an itemized list of all the changes. Take the modified
plan and list back to the builder and negotiate a purchase. Have the modifications attached
to the purchase contract. If an elevator is going to be installed, give the builder a complete
set of drawings from the manufacturer to ensure the pit and shaft are built according to the
manufacturer’s specifications. Make sure the builder, or onsite supervisor, understands how
the specifications affect the location of the elevator and the hoist doors.
Once you have submitted your changes and purchased the home, the builder should have
their architect redraw the floor plans according to your changes. Ensure that what you requested is actually in the new drawings before construction begins. This will save the onsite
supervisor a lot of frustration as he will be working from building plans different from what
he is used to for the standard homes being built.
If you are putting an elevator into the new home, introduce the elevator installer to the onsite
supervisor, before construction if possible. They can communicate any requirements directly with each other. The elevator is the biggest modification to a standard home. Ensure
that the elevator installer visits, inspects and measurers the framed hoistway (elevator shaft)
and pit immediately after the foundation walls are complete and again after the framing is
done. They should then inspect the rough in of electrical, plumbing, heating installations
before the drywall is put up. Any required changes should be made at the earliest possible
stage to minimize labor and material costs. Make sure the builder understands what their
responsibilities are in preparing the house for the elevator and that the builder must make
any corrections to their work if they have not followed directions carefully enough.
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Expect to pay for any additional material and items required as a result of your modifications
such as mirror sliding doors on closets instead of swing doors, or any additional bathroom
fixtures (e.g., bidet). Expect to negotiate with the builder’s representative over the cost of the
modifications. Be prepared to show them how little additional material and labor is actually
required to complete the modifications. Remember, they are starting the building from a
hole in the ground rather than modifying an existing home.
A cautionary note when buying a new home. The actual entry level of your home (the front
door) can be quite different from what you expect when you buy. It can be as much as 60
inches higher than you expect! The elevation of your home (the height at which it sits on the
lot or the amount of basement wall that is above ground) is determined by a number of factors.
•
•
•

Municipal requirements
Ground water levels
Soil conditions (if sandy, the foundation may have to be lower)

The final elevation cannot usually be determined at the time of sale (i.e., before construction
starts) – only when the basement footings go in. If you are not using an elevator with an entry
at ground level, you need to word your purchase agreement in such a way that if the elevation of the entry level becomes too high to make a ramp feasible, you will be able to get out of
the deal with no penalty or the builder agrees to provide entry level wheelchair access at no
additional charge including possibly a different location in the sub-division with a more appropriate elevation.
In the three projects we have done during our pilot project, the additional cost to the home
owner for all modifications and changes similar to the ones we describe here, ranged from
no charge on a $242,000 house to $5,000 on a $400,000 house (1.25%) which included 48
modifications including a 4-stop elevator shaft and an 8’ x 8’ roll-in shower in the master
ensuite.
The types of modifications you will need will depend on the specific mobility and home care
needs of the person needing some accommodation, your family situation, and future needs.
To widen doors, modify a bathroom, open up rooms, etc. is relatively easy during the construction of a new home. The most difficult accommodation is to have an internal elevator
installed. Choose the floor plan that allows for the installation of the elevator in the best
location for you (see elevator section).
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Some further tips:
•

Move sink to the open end of vanity so that a person in a wheelchair can lean over comfortably or be assisted more comfortably.

•

Replace tub with roll-in shower

•

Closets can be easily moved as there is little additional framing to do (back of closet already exists)

•

For wheelchair accessibility, the more open the floor plan the better. Rather than many
smaller rooms or rooms with doors, open up a wall to open up the floor plan. This saves
the builder on labor and materials.

•

For kitchen modifications, be prepared to ask for what you want. The builder may consider it extra work and, therefore, want to charge you extra but, in fact, some modifications can actually save the builder money (which they should use to help with a modification elsewhere). For example, if you use a wheelchair you may not need all the upper
cupboards (reduces costs) and the lower cupboards may become drawers rather than
cupboards (increases costs). The actual cubic feet of cupboards will be less. The counter
will be the same square feet but, perhaps, lower. The builder is not likely out extra money
for these modifications unless they have pre-paid for a bulk order of cupboards before
actual construction begins.

•

Changing the location of tub, shower, toilet or sink in a bathroom before you build is
relatively easy. Changing them after the bathroom is built is very costly because you have
to change the location of the plumbing including the drains.

The only possible way to save real money is to make the modifications as the house is being
built rather than waiting to make the modifications after the home is built. Some builders
will try to convince you to let them build you a standard home and then have you modify it
after with your own contractor. Do not do this.
For example, most builders have allowances to let you decide if the laundry room is located
in the basement, main floor or second floor. By moving it from the main floor to the basement, for example, you may free up space for an elevator shaft. There is also no additional
cost to the builder to use a walk-in closet as an elevator shaft on another level.
The difference in cost between a 32-inch wide interior door and frame and a 36-inch wide
door and frame is $1. The difference between a standard 30-inch interior door and a 36-inch
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one is $2 at retail! If you have 10 doors that need to be wider that is a total cost to the builder
of $10 - $20 retail (they get the doors for less, obviously). The wider doors may require less
framing and drywall overall and therefore reduces their labor and materials cost. Often, home
owners with mobility issues will open up rooms with much wider entrance ways, without
doors, to add to the open concept feel but also reduces the labor and material costs of walls.
Standard bedroom closets are framed to open into the bedroom, but if that room is now
used for an elevator the closet can be just as easily framed to open up into the hallway as a
linen closet. There is no difference in materials costs or labor time.
In all, the increase in materials is negligible if any, in reconfiguring a floor plan. Labor cost
does not change other than the savings in doing less framing and drywalling. There will be
increased time on the builder’s and site superviser’s part to ensure the work is done according to your wishes. However, most new home owners ask for changes to the plans without
extra costs incurred to them (moving the laundry room, relocating walls for bigger master
bedrooms, etc.) These changes are part of the building process that is already included in
the builder’s labor costs.
You have to find a builder who has an onsite manager/superintendent willing to deal with
the changes in your floor plan. They are responsible to ensure that your changes are made.
They hire sub-contractors to do the work (i.e., many builders do not actually do the building
but sub-contract to other companies). Most often, these sub-contractors are expected to
cover the small extra costs of wider doors, the concrete for the elevator pit, etc. as part of
their contract.
What you are asking the builder for is consideration to make the changes you want. Your job
will be to convince the builder that your changes are not a significant labor or material cost
to them.
An alternative to buying a pre-planned home and modifying it before it is built is to hire a
contractor to build you a customized home that you, or someone you hire, has designed
specifically to meet your needs. This may be more costly but you have more control over the
end result. Again, there are books and resources with plans specific to people with varying
disability needs. Check these out to minimize some of your costs if you choose to custom
build your home.
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2.
Getting Several Quotes
of the Costs
Once you have an idea of what you need done, you need to get an estimate of the costs and
possible ways to finance the work without having to use all of your own money.
You will need to get an estimate from two or three contractors. Choosing the right contractor
is in the next chapter, but keep in mind that the cheapest is not always the right contractor
but neither is the most expensive one.
As part of the estimate, you will need to know what the materials will cost and how much the
labor will be. Contractors will either provide you with an hourly rate for labor or an estimate
for the whole project. [See next chapter for further information on contractors.]
When a contractor gives you an estimate they are giving you a competitive bid to get your
work. They assume that parts of the job will change and, therefore, your costs will go up. This
is especially true of changes you make as you go along. Contractors expect this to happen.
When it does, they may charge you more than the competitive price because they are no
longer competing with other contractors. You can still negotiate the price, however, with them
to get the best deal for both of you.
Any purchases to meet the mobility needs of someone with disabilities are not charged GST
or PST in Canada. You would have to check with your accountant and/or Canada Customs
and Revenue Agency office, if this applies to your situation. The contractor will charge GST
but not PST. Other material costs are charged both GST and PST (i.e., dry wall, light fixtures
are not considered mobility equipment and, therefore, charged regular taxes).
The following estimates are based on projects completed in southern-Ontario during our
pilot project 1999-2002. These are the full commercial rates. Obviously, our projects are done
with donated or discounted materials and labor. Your project could have similar savings.

Large Renovations
To add to your home, a reasonable estimate is about $100 per square foot. For example, if
you add a back room to your house that is about 10 feet by 20 feet (200 square feet) times
$100 equals about $20,000 basic cost. Add to that flooring, painting, decorating, and any
specialized mobility equipment.
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To renovate a basement into a self-contained apartment is about $40-$50 per square foot. To
renovate an existing bathroom into a wheelchair accessible bathroom is about $200 -$250
per square foot including a roll-in shower, new toilet with bidet seat and pedestal sink, new
ceramic tiling and cabinetry. We assume the shower and flooring is ceramic.
To renovate an existing kitchen with all new cupboards, counter, sink, flooring, and dishwasher is about $100- $150 per square foot depending on the quality of materials.
To widen doorways and buy new standard interior doors is about $300 - $500 per door depending if light switches and/or electrical plugs have to be moved.
To insulate an old room by taking down old walls (e.g., wood paneling or old drywall), adding
insulation and putting up new dry wall is about $30 - $40 per square foot. Putting in new
flooring (laminate flooring or hardwood) add about $7 - $10 per square foot.

Internal Elevators
Internal elevators that stop in the basement, main floor and “at grade” (the level of the ground
outside, therefore, avoiding an outside porch lift) cost about $25,000 - $30,000 including labor and materials but not the cost of constructing the elevator shaft or pit. Add about $4,000
- $5,000 per additional floor (i.e., going to a second or third floor). This price is based on
working with only one company that will supply and install the elevator.
For the greatest savings on a project like this, it helps to work with several companies. Try to
locate a local elevator manufacturer and negotiate a purchase price for an elevator that meets
your needs. Hire a separate contractor to construct the hoist way (elevator shaft) according
to the manufacturer’s specifications. Lastly, hire an elevator service and installation company to install the elevator. You can get a list of these companies from the manufacturer. By
buying the elevator directly from the manufacturer, hiring an experienced contractor to build
the hoist way and bringing in a separate elevator service and installation company, you can
reduce your costs by about 50%. It is added work for you but a huge cost savings. In such a
project, you are acting as the general contractor. You are the one making (keeping) the profit.

Porch Lifts
You can buy a used, installed porch lift for about $2,500. A new one installed is about $4,500
- $6,000. This does not include the cost of a concrete pad (if required for the base of the porch
lift) or modifying the existing porch to accommodate the lift.
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Wheelchair Ramps
Every inch of rise in the ramp requires 12 inches of ramp. Therefore, if the distance from the
ground to the entry level of your home is 20 inches high, you will need a 20-foot ramp. An
estimated cost is about $100 per inch of rise for a basic wooden ramp made of pressure treated
pine. A 20-inch rise ramp, would cost about $2,000. For synthetic, non-slip decking it is about
$150 per inch of rise. For interlocking stone it would be about $200 per inch of rise. If the
local building code requires hand railings, that cost would be extra. If you need turns in the
ramp (the ramp cannot rise during a turn, so a flat platform must be built to accommodate a
turn), that adds cost as well. You would need turns if you could not have a straight ramp of 20
feet because you did not have a long enough space on your property.

Overhead/Ceiling Tracking
Overhead/ceiling tracking is a system that lifts a person from their bed to a chair or commode or helps them into a bathtub or onto a toilet. Tracking can cost $2,000 for an 8-foot
track installed. An installed turntable (i.e., to move from one track to another one) cost between $2,500 to $3,000. The lift itself with a sling will cost about $3,500 to $4,000.
Costs can be substantially reduced by buying the equipment directly from the manufacturer
and having an experienced contractor do the installation for you.

Electrical Work
You should always hire a licensed electrician to work on your main electrical panel. They
charge an average about $40 to $50 per hour. Moving light switches and plugs can be done by
anyone with some building experience. Ensure that the power is turned off at your main
electrical panel before beginning any electrical work.

Plumbing Work
If work needs to be done on pipes under water pressure (versus pipes used for drains), then
an experienced person should be hired. They charge on average about $40 to $50 per hour.
This work requires someone with a reasonable level of experience. However, a licensed
plumber may not be required depending on someone else’s expertise.

Extra Costs not Directly Related to Renovation
There are mechanical components that should be estimated at the beginning of the project
to see if it makes sense to do this work at the same time as your major renovation:
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1. electrical service (going from a 60 or 100 amp service to a 200 amp service). This will
require the utility to upgrade the wire service to the home and an electrician to put in a
new panel to handle the extra amperage. This will result in you being able to use more
electrical appliances, additional stoves, refrigerators, computers, lighting, heating, etc.
2. plumbing work may involve the following types of changes: upgrading the piping to ensure better water quality (i.e., going from galvanized steel to copper piping); to ensure
better water pressure (increasing main pipes from 1/4 inch to 1/2 inch diameters); to
ensure better drainage (i.e., ensuring that all drain pipes are vented)
3. heating and air conditioning which will be affected by any addition to the size of the
home. If you add a room to your home or a second floor, both the furnace and air conditioning will have to be evaluated to determine if an upgrade is required. To ensure efficiency and longevity of the heating and air conditioning equipment, the size of these
units are determined by the size of the home. Too small a unit will mean the house will
not be adequately heated or cooled. Too large a unit will shorten its lifetime because of
inactivity (i.e., if the furnace is shut down too often, and has to restart too often, it cuts
down on its lifetime). In fact, most units too large for the home are not covered under
their warranties.

Help with Costs
The following programs may be helpful in covering some of the costs of improving accessibility in your home. Some do not cover any labor costs and all have funding ceilings.
Your local municipality, region, provincial/state and/or federal government may have an incentive program for renovations at the same time as you are looking at renovating your home.
These grants or loans are to encourage homeowners to make their homes more energy efficient while providing new revenues for the building trades. Your contractor or political representatives can let you know what might be available for you.
The following are examples from Ontario. Your own area may have similar programs.
Easter Seals will provide up to $3,000 of material costs (no labor) per project for children 18
and under for accessibility and mobility equipment that includes wheelchairs, ramps, elevators, ceiling tracks, and porch lifts. They do not cover any modifications or renovations including widening doors. They take approximately 4 weeks for approval and 4 weeks to send a
cheque after an invoice has been received. Household income information is not required.
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The Easter Seals Society (Ontario)
Suite 706, 1185 Eglinton Avenue East, North York, ON M3C 3C6
(416) 421-8146, (866) 630-3336
www.easterseals.org
Easter Seals Canada
90 Eglinton Avenue East, Toronto, ON
(416) 932-8382, (800) 590-7325
Ontario March of Dimes – Home and Vehicle Modifications Program
Up to $15,000 in financial assistance is available to adults (18 and over) with a physical disability who are in need of accessibility modifications to their home or vehicle in order to
allow them to live more independently. The types of home modifications funded by this program include:
Wheelchair Ramps
Porch Lifts
Elevators
Platform Stair Lifts
Seated Stair Lifts
Ceiling Tracking and Lifts
Automatic Door Openers
Bathroom Modifications including Roll-in Showers and Roll-under Sinks
Widening Doorways, Lowering or Eliminating Entry Door and Patio Door Thresholds
Replacing carpeting with Hard Flooring suitable for Wheelchairs.
Funding is also available under this program to assist with the modification of a vehicle to
make it wheelchair accessible.
There are three 45-day application periods per year during which applications will be received and reviewed for completeness. Applications received during the first 30 days of each
application window, which are deemed to be incomplete, will be responded to in writing
advising the applicant of all additional information required. The application windows are
January 1st, to February 15th; May 1st, to June 15th; and September 1st, to October 15th.
Each application will be reviewed during the next 45 days following the closing of the application window to determine its eligibility and priority status; and the applicant will be informed in writing within 60 days following the closing of the application period regarding
their eligibility. This notification of eligibility is not a final funding approval, but only to let
the applicant know that their application is eligible for assistance.
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If an eligible application is deemed to be of high priority based on the physical needs of the
applicant and all other funding sources for this project have been exhausted, the applicant
will most likely receive a firm commitment in writing within 1 - 3 weeks of the initial notification of eligibility. This will be in the form of a binding agreement between Ontario March of
Dimes, the Applicant and the party who will be doing the work. Applications deemed to be of
lower priority could take as long as 4 – 5 months to receive a commitment.
Household income information is required. Only the applicant’s and his/her spouse’s income is considered in determining financial need and eligibility. The value of their home or
their family’s home (if they live with a family member) is not a consideration. However, as
this program is 100% funded by the provincial government, all other sources of funding (i.e.,
other charities and granting agencies) must be exhausted prior to a receiving a commitment
from Ontario March of Dimes.
As well, an assessment of need must be conducted by a licensed occupational therapist and
this must be submitted along with the application.
Ontario March of Dimes – Assistive Devices Program
Financial assistance is available through this program for adults (18 and over) who due to a
physical disability are in need of one or more of the following assistive devices:
Wheelchairs
Scooters
Walkers
Commode/Bath Chairs

Hoyer Lifts
Bath Benches
Grab Bars
(this is only a sample, not a complete list)

Response times for applications to this program is 2 – 6 weeks from the date of receipt of a
complete application with all supporting documentation. Applications may be submitted
at any time throughout the year, however, the amount of funding available will depend on
funds available for this program in each region. This program is entirely self-funded through
donations.
To contact either of these programs for further information or to receive an application package by mail, you should phone the Ontario March of Dimes office in London, Ontario at 1866-765-7237.
March of Dimes Ability Fund Canada
90 Eglinton Avenue East, Toronto, ON
(416) 932 8382
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Note that the March of Dimes Ability Fund Canada and the Easter Seals Canada organization
share the same address and telephone number
March of Dimes (Ontario)
10 Overlea Blvd., Toronto, ON M4H 1A4
(416) 425 3463, (800) 262 3463
www.dimes.on.ca
Loblaws Children’s Charities: Kids You Can Count on Us covers equipment and renovations
materials and equipment for special needs up to approximately $15,000. Application process is about 6-8 weeks and it takes 4 weeks for a cheque to be issued after the invoice is
submitted. Household income information is required.
Provincial Health and Social Services Grants. For example, in Ontario there are grants available through the Health Insurance Program, Ontario Disability Support Program and Assistive
Devices Program. These cover only the cost of specific equipment such as mobility devices,
oxygen supplies, and communication devices.
Accessibility Services
Assistive Devices Program
(866) 765 7237
The Residential Rehabilitation Assistance Program for Persons with Disabilities (RRAP-D)
is a federal government program through Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation
(CMHC) and offers financial assistance to low income households who own and occupy substandard housing and includes housing that is not accessible. The qualifying criteria is household income and the value of the home. During our pilot project, we found the criteria difficult to meet. For example, in Toronto the home has to be valued at less than $250,000. The
maximum household income requirement is lower than would be required to own a home
in Toronto. For further information: www.cmhc.ca 1 800 668 2642
Home Adaptations for Seniors’ Independence (HASI) is also a CMHC federal program to
help home owners pay for minor home adaptations so low income seniors can live in their
homes independently.
Contractors may also be able to help you find material donations through some of their own
contacts. If they see and believe in the project, even if you do not hire them, they may be
keen to help.
See the chapter on The Asking Role for tips on getting donated materials.
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3.
Choosing and Working
with a Contractor
Whether a project requires an experienced contractor and/or other paid or volunteer workers depends on what you need done and how fast you want it done. If the project has to be
completed by a set time, then a contractor should be hired. Their extensive experience is
worth the cost as they work faster and more efficiently and will get the job done more quickly
and professionally. They can plan ahead and know the steps to get there. They can arrange
the permit and work with the building inspectors to make sure the job is done well.
An experienced contractor will not cut corners for safety reasons. They follow the building
code because the code is mostly there for safety reasons. Although they may charge more per
hour, they often work faster which can save you money.
If you have enough family, friends, neighbors and volunteers with the necessary expertise to
complete your project, appoint a construction site coordinator to ensure all the work gets
done properly and meets all building code requirements.
If you choose to have a contractor, this chapter will help you to have a more rewarding relationship with a well-chosen contractor.
Just as important as choosing a contractor is to have a contractor choose your project. There
is a high demand for their services right across the country. In some areas it will be difficult to
find a contractor to work with. It will be important for you to describe your project in ways
that sound interesting, unique and profitable for them.
The best way to find a contractor is through personal referral from friends and family. You
can place more trust in their referral than from a stranger or an advertisement. When depending on a contractor’s list of references, remember you are only getting those people that
the contractor feels will give them a good reference. You may try to see the contractor at work
at a friend or family member’s home to better gauge their professionalism.
Another method is to stop at a neighbor’s home where a contractor is working to talk with
both the contractor and the neighbor to see if the contractor would be suitable for your project.
This method provides some advantages:
a) it is easier to get a contractor to come and see your project on the way to or from the
neighbor’s job
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b) you get to see, first hand, the quality of their work
c) you can bring along a friend or family member who knows more about renovations to
see how the contractor is doing.
Many contractors are very skilled trades people but they may not have the same level of skills
in organizing their small businesses. They may have difficulty estimating how long the work
will take and may need your help in scheduling the order of the work. As well, since contractors are in such high demand, they may take on too much work now in fear that they will not
have work later in the year. Therefore, it is important to get their commitment, up front, to
your project while having enough flexibility in your schedule to allow them to take on quick
emergency side jobs. Remember that one day you might be the person calling the contractor
when you have a plumbing emergency. You would hope that the contractor’s client at that
time is as equally understanding as you will have to be now.
It is important, however, to spend enough time with the contractor telling them about deadlines that must be met for safety reasons for the person with long-term care needs. For example, you want a contractor who understands that having the only bathroom with a suitable tub in the house unavailable for over a week is not an option when the person needs
daily bathing to prevent painful skin sores from developing. You can go somewhere else once
or twice for bathing but cannot do it for more than a few days.
It is very important to establish a relationship with your contractor. If your project is a major
renovation, the contractor will become a member of your family during the time they are
working with you. They will be there early in the morning and may leave late at night. They
will be there for meals and for breaks. They will see your family over a period of weeks or
months as you will also get to know about their family.
You will be in a partnership with the contractor. You provide the general overview of what is
needed while the contractor will help you look at alternatives of how to meet your needs. For
example, you may need better access to your home but do not know if you need a wheelchair
ramp or an elevator with an external exit to the driveway. The contractor can help you decide
and then do the work necessary to get the job done. They can help you get the quotes from
suppliers so that you are making reasonable choices based on the alternatives available to
you.
The contractor can also tell which parts of the job can be done by you or volunteers to save
money. For example, many volunteers can install drywall under the supervision of a knowledgeable person. It will get done slower but it will be cheaper. You would, likely, still want the
contractor to do the ‘mudding’ and ‘sanding’ of the drywall to ensure a good job. Also volun-
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teers can do a lot of the demolition work, finishing work (painting, baseboard trim, etc.) and
they can also do the daily clean-up of the work site.
Many contractors will not want to be on site at the same time as volunteers for liability reasons. Others will work with a home owner or one or two volunteers who are invited guests of
the homeowner as long as it is clear they are not assuming any liability for those people.
When meeting a contractor for the first time, give them a brief overview of the problems you
have now with your home and what needs you want to meet within your budget. Their ability to give suggestions of how to overcome the problems and meet the needs will give you an
idea of how experienced they are and how interested they are in helping you achieve your
goals. Unless you have a lot of experience with renovations do not expect to give specific
instructions to the contractor about what you want done and how they should do it. This
discourages them from using their experience and creativity in coming up with alternative
ways of meeting your needs. It also discourages them from ‘buying’ into the project if they
feel that you do not need their professional skills and expertise to meet your needs. It may
feel to them like you are just hiring a worker rather than a contractor with multiple skills.
If you are going to do a very large renovation, you are well advised to meet with at least 2 or 3
contractors so they can give you an estimate of what the renovation will cost and what they
could do for you. You should do this even if you already have a contractor you want to hire.
You may well get different ideas of how best to meet your needs and can use all of their experiences even if you want the contractor you already know. That person should also be doing
some extra research for you on alternative ways to meet your needs. Remember the names of
any of the good contractors who you do not hire to refer to others. They’ve put in the time to
provide you with helpful information and they deserve a good referral.
Have pen and paper with you as you go through the project with the contractor to make
notes of their ideas. You will forget things if you do not take notes as they speak.
When you meet with several contractors you are trying to achieve several things:
1. get ideas of how best to meet your needs
2. find a contractor you feel comfortable with in your home and who understands your
needs and is willing and able to meet them and share in your family life during that time
3. find a contractor who is competent and dependable to do the job
4. get an estimate of the cost and length of time to complete the project
Contractors price jobs in one of two ways. They may charge by time and materials in which
case they estimate the number of hours it will take, at so much money per hour, and then
estimate the material costs. The material costs will be a gross estimate until they take on the
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job and do a more detailed materials list. The other way contractors estimate the cost is to do
it by the project – they estimate their own time, materials and profit margin and give you a
total estimate for the project. If they finish more quickly, they earn more profit. If it takes
longer, you are not charged extra.
Any purchases to meet the mobility needs of someone with disabilities are not charged GST
or PST. You would have to check with your accountant and/or Canada Customs and Revenue
Agency office, if this applies to your situation. The contractor will charge GST but not PST.
Other material costs are charged both GST and PST (i.e., dry wall, light fixtures are not considered mobility equipment and, therefore, charged regular taxes).
Any change to the original project contracted will add costs. Many contractors understand
that the final cost may increase by as much as double as you add work or make changes to
what was agreed to. Two examples:
•

In tearing down some old walls, the contractor finds that your external wall is leaking
water from outside. They will tell you about the problem and suggest ways to correct it
which will cost you extra money. You will have to decide whether to let the contractor
make the repairs or bring in someone else who might do it faster and more economically.

•

You, the owner, ask the contractor to do something extra “while you’re there anyway.”
This could be adding extra cupboards to the kitchen or bedroom or using a more expensive and more time-consuming material to complete the job. For example, you have agreed
to put down carpet in the basement but later decide on a laminate floor instead. This will
add time and money for more costly materials.

So do not think that once you get a project cost, that will be the end cost. Also keep in mind
that as competent as many contractors are, they cannot be expected to know how to estimate all aspects of the work (e.g., electrical, plumbing, heating, air conditioning) just as they
cannot predict, in advance, what problems may lie behind any walls and ceilings they will
take down during the renovations. They can, however, give you an idea of the types of problems that might come up in a home of your age and location.
The most common extra costs are the home’s “mechanicals”. During a major renovation,
after the walls and ceilings have been taken down, the contractor may find that the electrical
and/or plumbing are old and in danger of causing problems down the road. You will have to
decide to pay for the upgrade now or in a few years.
These kind of changes require permits and inspections from your utility and/or municipality. All new work will be required to meet present building code requirements. The utility
and/or municipality may also require you to bring existing wiring up to code.
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Choosing the Contractor
With your estimates and your personal evaluation of the various contractors, you make the
choice. The contractor must be insured for liability before work can start. If something should
go wrong with the renovation during the work or afterwards, you would contact your own
insurance company and they would work with the contractor’s insurance to cover the costs.
The contractor’s insurance covers all of the people they bring in to work on the project. This
is why some will be hesitant to accept volunteers or even the home owner working with
them. Others, however, understand that the homeowner and volunteers are covered under
the homeowner’s insurance policy.
The contractor’s insurance will also cover any damage resulting from their actions and any
subsequent costs resulting from their actions. Where permits are required for structure and
mechanical changes, the follow-up inspections will help ensure that your project is safe and
done competently.
Do not work with a contractor who suggests you save money by not getting a building permit
for structural or mechanical changes. To ensure quality service, the work should be inspected
by an outside person. It is not worth the cost savings to avoid permits. For example, to add a
partial second story to a home may cost about $100,000 and the permit about $900. This
$900 includes the municipality checking the drawings for the renovation to make sure it was
safe before work starts. That is followed by several inspections at various stages to verify that
the contractor does the work according to the building code (including fire safety codes).
Once you have selected the contractor you would like to work with, it is time to negotiate an
agreement. The written and signed agreement should include:
1. all of the services that the contractor will provide.
2. identify who is responsible for getting permits and inspections
3. any part of the project which is to be completed by the home owner, someone the home
owner hires or a volunteer(s) (e.g., getting the roofing or flooring done by another company rather than the contractor or a brother-in-law who is competent at dry wall and will
do that for the whole project)
4. all of the materials to be supplied by the contractor
5. any materials to be supplied by the home owner
6. have action steps including starting and completion dates and all interim completion
dates for inspections (i.e., framing, plumbing, electrical, insulation inspections)
These action steps and expectations on each side must be clearly spelled out. Most people
do not do this step and leave it up to the “expert” to decide as they go. That will cause you
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a great deal of frustration, unmet expectations and extra costs. For example, if part of the
agreement is that you buy the materials (or get them donated) the action steps need to
tell you which materials will be needed first and on what day. You do not want the drywall
to arrive before the framing wood! If they both arrive at the same time you do not want to
store the wood on the floor first and put drywall on top. It will just involve more work to
get to the wood for framing and, therefore, cost you several hours of extra labor costs.
Make sure you move drywall the least as it is heaviest and most easily damaged.
7. identify the payment schedule including any applicable taxes. The less clear you are in
steps 1-6, the more likely the contractor will want to get paid based on “time and materials”.
In the final outcome, it is up to you and your contractor to determine a payment schedule which you can both live with. However, always keep in mind that “the person who
holds the money, calls the tune”. Better to pay later rather than earlier to ensure that the
work is completed as agreed.*
The best payment schedule has you pay for materials as they arrive at the home and pay the
contractor on a weekly basis for the work completed that week. If the contractor estimated
on hours worked, this will be a simple calculation.
If they gave you a project price, you must agree on a weekly amount which is less than what
the project fee is divided by the estimated weeks. The balance is payable at the successful
completion of the project.** In this way, you the home owner are always paying for work
after it has been completed rather than before; and materials, after they have been received,
not before. Explain to the contractor that this payment schedule is fair to both as it would be
much easier for him to collect from you than vice versa. On your part, ensure that payment
at the end of the week is always ready to show your good faith.
A good contractor will have no problem with this. Only ones who are more likely to cheat you
would ask for half or a quarter of the project fee up front.
* Contractors tend to have the upper hand legally. If you do not pay them, they can easily put a
Mechanic’s Lean on your home which means you can not sell or remortgage your home without paying them. To remove the Lien, you must pay legal costs to resolve the matter. However, if you pay the
contractor a sizable portion of the contract’s costs up front and they run off with the money, you have
to spend your own money to chase them and get it back. Even if you are able to get a judgment against
them in court, it does not mean you will ever collect a cent of the money lost. At the same time, you
still have to find another contractor to complete the work. Most ‘horror’ stories about home contractors are based on this scenario of paying too much up front.
** For example, if the project estimate is $24,000 and it is expected to take 8 weeks, dividing $24,000 by
8 = $3,000 per week. You negotiate $2,500 per week and pay the remaining $4,000 at the end of the
work.
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To make this agreement work, both you and the contractor need to communicate regularly
to make sure that the project is completed to your expectations and needs in a timely way.
Any day, the contractor is not there, call to find out why – do not make assumptions. Likewise, a good contractor will communicate daily with you to ensure that you understand what
is happening and why.
Keep in mind that a good contractor is in high demand and is probably balancing several
projects at one time while you are only concerned with yours. Keep them up-to-date with
decisions you are making and ask them to help you understand their scheduling conflicts, if
any. It is reasonable for them to be away from your project for several days while they await
materials or other services (e.g., roofer) to do their work first.
Assume that once you have an agreement, you will be actively involved, daily, with the project.
You must oversee the work and make decisions about what type of materials, fixtures, flooring, paint colors, etc. to use. Your project must be the highest priority for you but remember
that it is not the same for the contractor.
View your contractor as an artist. They are not always good at communicating what they are
doing or how they will proceed – they just do it. However, they are creating a living environment to suit your needs. View yourself as the manager of the artist – the person who keeps
them focused and on track. Artists are not always the best at scheduling their time or seeing
the whole “picture” at all times. Although it is their responsibility to do that well, it is also
your responsibility to help them do it well. Consider yourselves as partners in the project
rather than as professional contractor working on their own with only occasional contact
with you.

Resolving Problems
The two biggest problems in working with a contractor are:
1. miscommunication
2. changing the work as you go along
People only hear about 20% of what someone says and they forget about 80% within a day
unless you review and go over what was said and agreed to during that day. These miscommunications can lead to extra hours of work to make up for any mistakes made by either the
contractor or by you. Also, miscommunication is usually followed by work being done that
you do not want done.
Anything that you communicate to your contractor verbally should also be provided in writing so that both of you have something to refer back to when a conflict comes up. Encourage
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your contractor to keep you fully informed and participate by asking questions throughout
the project. Most contractors do not like to be interrupted with a lot of questions but the
good ones understand that this is how miscommunication problems are minimized or more
easily resolved.
The cost of correcting a miscommunication is much less the earlier it is caught. For example,
if a framed wall is in the wrong place, it is relatively easy (a 15-minute job) to move it. If you
wait until the wall is insulated, wired and drywalled, it is much more expensive.
One of the best ways to keep an eye on your project while saving money at the same time is to
offer your services to clean up the site (sweep, put garbage away, etc.) after the work is done
for the day. This saves paying a contractor $30-$50 an hour to do clean up and gives you a
chance to review the work done that day.
A major source of communication conflicts is based on two assumptions:
1. contractors often assume they can do the work faster than they can (you should double
whatever the estimate is – if they finish faster than that, it is a bonus). The price should not
change if they take longer and you agreed to a project fee. If you have divided the project
work into weekly payments, you will have to pay them less per week with upcoming payments since the work is taking longer. If you are paying them by “time and materials”, your
weekly payment will stay the same.
2. home owners assume that the work can be done more cheaply and more quickly.
In a major conflict, if neither side can compromise, then the relationship is finished. What is
left to decide is how much the contractor is owed for work done or how much he is liable for
if he has not done the work agreed to. In the worst case scenario, this may involve a registered letter to get the contractor’s attention with your concerns. Send your letter to the contractor or to their firm if they work for someone else. Give details about what the problems
are and what you would like done to solve them within a reasonable period of time. You
might send a copy of your letter to the consumer protection department of your provincial
government and your local home builders’ association for greater impact, and let the contractor know that you have done that.
If you do not get quick results, you might send a similar letter to the government department
responsible for issuing the contractor’s license. If you believe the work is below the requirements of the local building code, you might send a complaint letter to the appropriate inspection department which could result in the contractor having to correct the errors at his
own expense.
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If these measures fail, you or the contractor may decide to go to Small Claims Court to resolve the problem. This can be a relatively quick way to resolve the issues but it does not
guarantee that the contractor will pay what is owed (if you should win) as they may claim
they cannot afford to.
If you follow the directions for setting up the agreement, laying out a tentative time line and
paying as you go rather than up front or in big chunks, going to court should not happen.
Remember, you must treat a contractor with respect and he must treat you professionally. If
either of you fails in the relationship, end it quickly and move on. Do not allow for a long list
of excuses from a contractor for why the work is not going according to plan (and continue to
pay him). Neither should he tolerate your constantly revising your expectations and needs
as he must plan for work after your job is done and cannot extend his time with you by weeks.
Most experienced contractors are excellent at what they do. The final results, however, depend on you working with the contractor, having your agreement in writing and revising it as
necessary. The clearer the communication, the less stress and frustration and the more satisfactory the results.

Working with Sub-Contractors
If your renovation work is large enough you will probably have to bring in sub-contractors.
Sometimes the contractors arranges for this and sometimes you will have to do it. These subcontractors may include electricians, plumbers, ceramic tile layers, roofers, garbage-waste
removers, landscapers and others.
This can be a scheduling nightmare! As hard as they try, sub-contractors are often late to
start, take longer than planned and are not happy when other sub-contractors get in their
way.
Ask your main contractor for help or have the volunteer coordinator or site coordinator (if
you have them) help you deal with the scheduling. Your contractor can tell you at what point
in the work the others need to come to do their piece. For example, a roofer is obviously
necessary before electrical or plumbing work is done in building an addition.
Try to negotiate a firm start date and time by explaining the specific situation in your home.
It may help them understand the importance of sticking to a schedule if they know someone
with long-term care needs is dependent on them doing their work on schedule.
A further consideration is that sub-contractors may only be in your home for a few hours or
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days. Therefore their commitment to the work will not be the same as your main contractor.
The sub-contractors may be very competent but they also are worrying about the next job
and about getting enough work some months down the line. You must be particularly watchful of their work to make sure they do not cut any corners and that the final result is what you
wanted. If it is not, make the complaint call to the head office to get satisfaction.
One of our families had a sub-contracting roofing company do their new addition roof. The
roofers arrived late without sufficient roofing shingles which caused a one-day job to turn
into three. The men were not equally experienced with one dropping 10 bundles of shingles
off the roof. Fortunately no one was near the side entrance to the house at the time. The crew
also broke some planter boxes and left roof nails and garbage around the property after they
left. The work was warrantied by a major renovation firm so the manager came out, assessed
the damage, had the area cleaned up, reduced the cost of the work and ensured the family
was satisfied with the final results.
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4.
The Asking Role and How
Someone Can Fulfill It
If you are interested in having some of the construction materials donated or purchased at a
reduced cost and also want to ask people to volunteer to help with some of the work, we
suggest you get an ASKER. The asker is responsible for asking for donations and volunteers.
You want someone who can represent your project well and get the results you need.

Who Should the Asker Be?
Look among family and friends for someone who is comfortable with asking for things. It is
often better for the asker to be someone other than the homeowner or immediate family. In
this way companies and organizations feel that someone else in the community is also interested in this project beyond just the family. If this asker is someone with a sales or marketing
background, they will better understand the process of asking the right person for the right
things and empathize with the person they are talking to who must receive lots of requests
for help.

Who Should You Ask for What?
The key to WHO to ask is finding the person who has the authority to make the final decision.
That can be anyone from a manager to a company owner. In the initial contact with a supplier you can ask whoever answers the phone about who might be the right person to speak
to about the request. Do as much homework as possible before hand so that you know for
certain that the person you are speaking with has what you want.
For example, if you are looking for lumber to frame in a room, a lumber store is your best bet.
If you are looking for windows, the same lumber store may sell windows but they are the
retailer of windows and you should really be asking the local window supplier or manufacturer. The key is to get as close to the original producer of a product to get the lowest cost for
that product. It is much cheaper for a manufacturer to donate a window (e.g., 50% of retail
cost) than for a retailer to donate that same window. Often, if there are no local manufacturers, a local retailer can partner with the manufacturer in a donation – sharing the cost 50%50%.
Do not assume that the person you are asking understands your needs. For example, the
asker may have to explain to a lighting manufacturer that the individual they are helping is
attracted to the wave movements in florescent lighting and when she grabs them she burns
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her hands and sometimes breaks the light. Therefore, what is needed is the more expensive
recessed lights instead – $1,200 plus installation versus $400 for florescent lights plus a quarter of the installation costs.
Another example: if you need to build a wheelchair ramp of inter-locking stones, you will
need top soil and gravel to grade the ramp. You could approach a local landscaping firm for
these items or you could try to get closer to the source of these products such as a gravel
company or top soil company. These type of companies can donate materials at a lower cost
to them than if a retailer donated the materials. For a retailer, like the landscaping company,
the donations would be a much higher percentage of their yearly sales.

What to Ask For and Why
Our goal in these projects is to improve the lives of people with a long-term care need and
maximize their independence in the community. Anything that will achieve this goal may be
asked for. For example, a family wants to have an emergency wheelchair exit from a back
room of the house. Rather than get an exterior door, they could get sliding glass doors instead. This meet both the emergency exit need but also anyone sitting in the room, including
the person using the wheelchair, can look out and enjoy that view much better. Asking for
the glass doors might not seem a ‘necessity’ for making the home more accessible but it
vastly improved the enjoyment of everyone using the room while providing an extra escape
route.
Imagine a family living in a small, old farm house. The main floor has the living room, kitchen,
and a step-in shower in the bathroom. A mother with a mobility disability cannot get upstairs which means the parents must live in the living room so the mother has easy access to
the bathroom. The family would like help to double the size of the home with an 800 square
feet addition to the back of the house to add a new living room and new kitchen-dining
room. This will allow the mother to have the old living room converted into a master bedroom with real bedroom furniture while the family has a real living room to share again. The
family hires a contractor to do the main work (build the shell). Many of the materials can be
donated or discounted. Once the shell is up, volunteers can help with the insulating, dry
walling, painting, etc. The final result could be a $100,000 renovation for about $50,000. They
could expand their house with the help of their community and enhanced their family life.
The family could not afford this kind of renovation but together with their community, everyone benefits. This family would be quick to help similar families in their community and
the helping circle continues.
Plan long-term rather than getting through a few years. No suppliers, to date, have tried to
donate cheaper supplies than we asked for. They accept what it is that is needed and usually
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met or exceeded our request. If they cannot, they will tell you and may refer you to someone
else who can.
Do not be afraid to ask for $800 taps that are motion sensored so they turn on by motion
rather than turning or pulling the handle(s). Do not be afraid to ask for a $1,500 toilet seat
that converts a standard toilet into a toilet and bidet. This may seem like equipment that is
frivolous to able bodied people but it is easy enough to explain why they are essential for a
person with a disability.
Therefore, part of these projects is to go beyond the norm so that the renovation is exceptional rather than average. In this way we clearly demonstrate that everyone is deserving of
high quality renovations and not just those who can afford them.
Remember the person is likely to live in this home longer than most home owners so the
work must be done with a long-term view. Also, people with disabilities are likely to spend
more time at home than others. Their environment, therefore, needs to be more appealing,
attractive and comfortable for their own sake but also to encourage more visitors and guests.

Sample “Ask”
In making telephone calls to ask for donations or volunteers, it is often helpful to have a
script. Here is a sample of what the asker might say when making these calls. Obviously,
adapt it to your specific situation. You usually begin by speaking with the receptionist.
“Hi, my name is….. I’m calling on behalf of the “x” family. They live in your community. I am
helping this family to do renovations because they have a [daughter, son, parent] with a disability who needs the work done for better mobility and accessibility. I understand that you
manufacture/ supply “x” product (e.g., interlocking stones). The reason I am calling is that we
are building [name project (e.g., wheelchair ramp)] for their son (give first name only) who is
(age) and who uses a wheelchair as a result of having x condition(s) (e.g., cerebral palsy). Who
would I speak to regarding the donation of some of your product (interlocking stone)?
If you are calling from a charity or not-for-profit you might begin with:
Hi, my name is….. I am calling from [organization’s name]. We are a not-for-profit (or charitable) organization. We help families who have a member with a disability to do renovations
in their home around mobility and accessibility concerns. Then continue with the rest from
above.
What to do if the receptionist will not transfer your call or give you the name of the most
likely person to speak to about your request.
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In one case, the receptionist told us “We’re not interested.”
A sample reply in a generous tone and with a degree of curiosity is: “I am not trying to sell you
anything and I haven’t asked you for anything. So I do not understand what you mean by
saying you’re not interested. Are you not interested in being seen as a good corporate member of
the community? Are you not interested in your community?”
At this point the receptionist asked us to hold and went to get the person with decisionmaking powers for permission to transfer the call.
Be patient but be persistent. You are a customer in the community with a legitimate request
to make of the company. Someone with decision-making powers should speak to you because it is good customer service.
Receptionist connects to person who can make the decisions
In many companies there is now voice-mail that requests you leave a message. Always go
first to the receptionist to speak with a live person. Once they have transferred you to the
correct person, understand that you have interrupted this person’s day, their work and their
priorities. A general rule is that if you are put through to the person who can make the decision, you have about a 90% change of getting what you want (assuming the person has what
you want). If you get through to this person, your confidence should soar. This person is a
doer and competent and they want to get the ‘job’ done.
If you get a voice mail, you may have a doer who is not available at the moment, or a person
who spends their time “putting out fires” and is always behind. They have problems making
decisions. The success rate is reduced to about 30%. You will not know until you speak to the
person which type of decision maker they are.
Give the same introduction you gave the receptionist and follow with “Could I send you some
information about the project and the materials that we need?”
Possible responses from person you are in direct contact with:
1. Yes you can have whatever you are looking for.
2. If you send me documentation to support your request, you can have whatever you are
looking for.
3. I will have to check with “x” (marketing, accounting, etc.) to see who is going to cover the
cost of the material. (You are getting what you want, they just have to figure out which
budget it comes out of.)
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4. I can’t help you right now (either permanent – “we don’t give donations of that material”
[rare] or temporary reason). They usually give you an alternative (e.g., call back in three
months when our new budget year starts.
5. When a person says they cannot help you, if they are on-side with your project’s needs,
they will usually try to think of an alternative way of getting what you want (e.g., refer you
to someone they know elsewhere). ). For example, we once asked for a product the company no longer made but were referred to another person at another company who could
help.
6. If the person you are talking with begins to talk to you about the project in any way (type
of wheelchair being used, the type of ramp you want to build, etc.) they are on your side.
You are most of the way to getting what you need. Their mind set has changed from their
priorities for the day to your priority. You will get what you need unless you say something that makes the request seem too large and therefore give the impression that you
are taking advantage of their interest and asking them to solve all the problems rather
than just one. Sometimes, they may offer to solve more problems than you have requested
help with, but this is not the time to ask them for more help than with one aspect of the
project.
7. Keep the initial request simple and build on it based on the response. For example, 120
square feet of interlocking stone may be needed for a wheelchair ramp. The retail cost
equals about $400.00. Cost to the manufacturer is about $100. So asking for $100 is not
very much. They may even offer suggestions or help with the project as a way for them to
feel better about their effort and to provide you with their valuable expertise, not just for
this project but for others in the future.
8. Always extend an invitation to come and see the project and the recipient. Perhaps, one
out of 20 suppliers will actually come or send a representative before they commit material. This adds another level of confidence that you are going to use the material for the
project you described rather than a luxury item (e.g., patio for yourself).
9. The most important part of the telephone request is the intonation in your voice that
says that you honestly believe that they can meet your need. You are not begging. You are
offering that company an opportunity to participate in their community. Most companies do not get offered enough opportunities and some are even looking for more opportunities. One manufacturer helped us with one of our projects and followed-up by asking
if they could assist with two other projects per year!
10. Send the documentation by fax or e-mail in the fastest way you can. Mail only as a last
resort. The longer the time period after your discussion with some, the less likely they
will remember you or what you discussed.
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The difference between two sample requests
How you ask for something makes a difference. Here are two requests for the same thing.
You are walking to your car in the shopping center when someone approaches you with a
request:
Person 1
My car won’t start. Can you help me? (You mentally ask yourself, do I have the time, the knowledge, the tools, the comfort that this person will not rob me, that this request is legitimate)
Person 2
The person is holding a set of jumper cables. “My battery is dead. Can I use your car to boost
it? (You know how long this will take. You do not need any knowledge or tools. The person
has legitamized their request by having the cables in their hand. You can stay in the safety of
your car and just unlatch your hood, they will do the rest.)
Which request are you likely to accept?
This example shows you how to request material from a company. They, too, are concerned
about their time, resources, and knowledge. Know the specifics of what you are asking for
versus a general request for help. For example, the person you are talking to may never have
built a wheelchair ramp and could not advise you but they do know how much 120 square
feet of interlocking stone costs the company. You must also volunteer to do as much as you
can (e.g., write out the documentation, send it, follow up on it) to assist them in the decisionmaking process. Remember, no one will ever say “no” to you sending them information.
If you get a direct “no” from the person responsible for making decisions, then accept it and
move on. You might finish the conversation with: “Thank you for listening to our request. Is
there a time in the future when I can call you back when you might be able to help?” This gives
them one more opportunity to be helpful. Most people want to feel helpful.

Who and How to Ask for Volunteers
For skilled labor, trade unions are often the best place to look for volunteers. Usually it is the
business manager of the union local who will make the arrangements for members to volunteer. This may include retired union members who are highly skilled and are more flexible in
their time. This source should be considered first in mobility equipment installations (e.g.,
wheelchair elevators), electrical and plumbing work. These are areas where it is hard to find
highly skilled people since most are already working long hours in that trade. The exception,of
course, are skilled trades people that you know personally.
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The charity that might be sponsoring the project and other ones in your area may also have
a pool of volunteers that could be helpful. For example, a local Rotary club may have dozens
of local business owners who have contacts that can help. You are not asking the club for
money but for access to their people who have contacts with suppliers who can be very helpful.
Another excellent source of volunteers are schools and colleges some of which offer trade
programs and are often looking for community projects on which the students can gain experience. Their teachers are often highly skilled in these trades and can supervise the students in doing excellent work. Also consider some of the sporting and recreational groups in
your area. If you need a lot of ‘muscle’ work done in excavating some property for a ramp, the
local high school football team or swim club may be helpful, especially is there is a pizza
party afterwards.
In Ontario, for example, high school students are required to donate 40 hours of community
volunteer time between Grades 9-12. By contacting the local school, you can have your project
approved as a community volunteer project. Again, your affiliation with a local charity or
not-for-profit organization will make it easier for the school to agree to help rather than if
you came to them as an individual family.

Tips
You always have to follow-up your requests yourself. Do not count on a business or grantgiving agency to respond or follow-up themselves. It just does not happen very often. That
does not mean they are uninterested and unwilling to help. It is a matter of priorities. Your
priority is getting the job done while their priority is to manage their business that day (when
you call), and your project will never be a high enough priority when you consider all the
human resource issues, supplier problems, and scheduling difficulties that they face each
day.
The ‘asker’ should have easy access to a fax machine and e-mail. This helps to confirm telephone conversations and agreements made by telephone.
Your fax or email describes the person (by first name only to protect their privacy) who is
being helped (not the family but the person). Describe in ways that encourages compassion
rather than pity. Describe how their life is not measuring up to what the reader of your fax or
e-mail would consider acceptable and how that will change with the completion of the project.
Describe a number of difficulties that the disability creates. Then ask the reader to help solve
one of those difficulties. You can also describe why the family needs the help now. For example, the person you are asking for help to build a roll-in shower may be asking themselves
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why the family cannot lift a child into the bathtub. The answer will either be the child’s need
to become self-sufficient or because of the strain on the parents’ backs. Give a sense of urgency for why the need exists now for the renovation.
People fear being taken advantage of. Therefore, picking one difficulty to address with this
project shows how specific and useful the solution is and how reasonable. The documentation gives them some confidence that you are not taking advantage of them. If you are working with a charitable organization, it may increase that confidence. A reasonable request of
dealing with one of the issues cements that confidence. Then they are on your side and more
often than not they are willing to help in ways even beyond your request.
Always ask for, or accept an offer by, the manufacturer or supplier to deliver the materials
directly to the home:
1. it confirms where the material is going,
2. the paper work is all taken care of for the request in advance,
3. the time and money saved from having to pick up the material can be spent elsewhere on
the project.
For example, if a company has agreed to donate material but they do not offer or you do not
ask for delivery, then it is up to you to pick it up and convince someone at the service desk
that you have a legitimate claim to pick up the material. If the person who agrees to the
donation also arranges the delivery, the paper work is all in place and no middle-person is
required to ensure the material gets to you. At this point, do not hesitate to give the full name,
address and telephone number of the recipient and their family. It is necessary for the delivery. Up to now, you have only used the first name of the recipient.
Persistence is the key. If one company cannot help, then you ask another. Never give up trying to get the materials and volunteers you need. Do not be put off because you get a ‘no’
from more than one person. Our general success rate is 50% which is high for sales. The
projects we work on, and the people whose lives are improving because of the work, makes
the odds higher than if you were asking people to buy into a telephone marketing plan. To
get this success still requires asking the right person for the right donation – so do your homework.
The homework is to call up the company or check their web site to see if they produce or sell
what you need. Take notes of what you need, what they offer and see if you can discover the
retail as well as manufacturing cost.
When asking for items, do not be afraid to ask about “seconds” (not damaged, but returned
items or discontinued product). For example, a company scraps items that are not up to
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quality, while a discontinued item may be a product that did not sell as quickly as projected
and, therefore, the cost per unit was too high for what the market would pay, so they discontinue production. The product, itself, may be of higher quality than what is sold in the stores.
Windows and doors have the most returns as measuring mistakes, color preferences, etc.
often change after the order is made. You can get excellent reductions or donations of these
items. For example, a perfectly good window which is a bit bigger or smaller than you wanted
can be framed in perfectly and no one will notice a difference.
By accepting a second or returned item, you are telling the donor that you value their products but also that you want to keep their costs down. We have had only two suppliers in three
years tell us that they would only give us seconds or slightly damaged products.
Time of year does not seem to matter when asking for donations of materials. The exception
is that a good time is just before a company takes inventory as they might be pleased to get
rid of product before having to record it. Companies will not make donations during inventory as they must record all items in stock.
If you are doing the asking yourself (homeowner), a good way of legitimizing your request is
to have your sponsoring charity or a recognized ‘expert’ write a letter that you can copy to
give to potential donors. You might also get a letter come from a physiotherapist at a rehabilitation center outlining the need for the modification or renovation. You might also get a
letter of support from a school principal, teacher, accountant, lawyer or a church leader.
These letters let manufacturers and suppliers know that trusted people and organizations in
their community agree that the request you are making is fair and necessary.
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5.
Work Site Safety
It is worth repeating the safety guidelines mentioned earlier in the book under legal issues.
Use common sense. Some safeguards:
•

Do not let children operate power tools particularly circular saws, chop saws, etc. Screw
guns are usually fine when the children are supervised.

•

Whenever allowing adults to use a power tool, ask them if they have used it before and
understand how it could hurt them. If the tool is new, ensure that you show them how to
use it safely.

•

When building or demolishing parts of the home, do prudent things to minimize dangers. Put up rails or boards to protect people from falling.

•

Strongly encourage the use of all safety equipment including safety boots and glasses.

•

By reducing risks and ensuring that people know how to use a tool, you are sharing the
liability.

•

Have a first aid kit handy and the location and telephone number of a drop-in clinic by
the telephone.

•

Electrical work, particularly involving the main circuit panel, must only be done by a
qualified, licensed and insured electrical contractor.

•

Plumbing work should be done by qualified people but it does not have to be someone
who is necessarily licensed. If there is a mistake there may be some damage but not deadly
results like main electrical panel work.

•

Volunteers should be used at the level of skills they possess or are willing to learn. Framing, drywall, demolition, painting, flooring, doors and trim, moving materials (sand, gravel,
drywall, etc.) all based on their skill or comfort level. Even people with minimal skills can
work along side someone with experience. Minor electrical and plumbing work can also
be done this way.
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•

If you are digging outside your home, get your local utility companies to come out (usually a free service) to tell you where their cables are buried. Do this several weeks before
the digging is to start. Notify the following companies: hydro, gas, telephone, televisioncomputer cable company, water department and other underground cable companies.

If someone get hurts, get them whatever medical care they need as you would with any guest.
Never attempt to hide a serious injury for fear of legal repercussions. Treat the person as you
would a family member. Get them all the care they need, even if they do not want it. This is
not only prudent but it is also your moral responsibility and the very least expected by the
courts in cases of possible negligence, thereby reducing your liability. Write down what happened, who saw what happened and what you did to help the person.

Operations: Tools, Equipment, Safety
A construction site is an accident waiting to happen:
• Wood with nails sticking out.
• Hanging wires.
• Power tools left plugged in and unattended.
• Sharp metal edges from metal studs and duct work.
• Uneven flooring.
• Loose materials left on the floor where you might trip.
• Airborne dust and insulation fibers which can cause respiratory problems if not cleaned
up. Sawdust left on the floor for days where people can slip on it.
Experienced contractors work in these areas with proper equipment, training and expertise
including safety boots, hard hats, gloves, dust masks, etc. You, your family and volunteers
must take extra precaution because of your lack of equipment, training and expertise. Children must not be left unattended or unsupervised on the construction site!

Tools
Many contractors will leave large tools overnight on site during the project. If they have children of their own, they are likely to unplug them before they leave. However, you must make
sure that all tools, such as circular saws, drills, chop saw are unplugged. All of these can do
serious injury to a child or inexperienced adult very quickly.
Most home owners own sufficient tools to complete minor repairs in the home. These same
tools can be used to assist in the renovation project. For example, a tool, such as an electric
drill, can be used to put up dry wall by purchasing a $2 Philips bit from your local hardware
store. Label your own tools so they don’t get mixed in with the contractor’s tools.
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All of the tools that an experienced contractor would bring to the project are available on a
rental basis through many local building suppliers or tool rental companies. The suppliers of
these tools are happy to provide basic instruction on their operation and safety tips.
Other tools can be bought inexpensively to assist on the project include those used for applying drywall compound (fills in the cracks between drywall).
If you are doing much of the renovations yourself, the following tools may be very helpful to
buy:
1. a cordless drill (or screw gun) – 12 volts or higher (18 volts preferable)
2. a circular saw (also called skill saw)
3. a level, two feet or longer, is essential when hanging doors and should be used when
framing, installing cabinetry, etc. to ensure that these items are plumb and level
4. the basic drywall tools including a hock (tool for holding drywall compound “mud”), a
narrow drywall knife for filling small holes, a wide drywall knife for tapering seams, and
an inside corner tool for smoothing drywall compound in inside corners.
If these are being rented or borrowed, ensure that you have the correct:
1. driver bits for the drill (Philips and Robertson)
2. blades for the power saw based on the materials to be cut (i.e., there are specific blades
for cutting framing material, for trim material, for floor laminates, and for metal)
If you have volunteers helping on the project, ask them if they can bring along any tools so
that you do not have to buy, rent or borrow tools unnecessarily. No one under the age of 18
should be allowed to use any electric saw or power nailer. Only those adults with experience or with proper operational and safety instruction should be allowed to use these power
tools.

Safety Equipment
Basic common sense must be used on a construction site.
1. safety boots (with steel toes and steel shanks in the soles to prevent nails from coming
through the sole) should be worn at all times
2. safety glasses should be worn at all times when cutting materials, chiseling, during demolition, and at all other times when there is a risk of flying debris.
3. dust masks that are absolutely essential when cutting concrete, sanding drywall, floors,
etc., working with insulation, or working in a confined place without ventilation where
there are airborne particles present.
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4. safety belts and tie offs should be worn and properly secured when working on scaffolding, on the roof or working more than six feet off the ground where it is possible for you to
fall
5. gloves are helpful during demolition, digging, grading the ground, hammering, carrying
lumber or other heavy equipment or material to reduce the risk of injury and getting
blisters
6. hard hats should be worn when doing any demolition work or when working under unfinished ceilings where objects are likely to fall down on you.
Most accidents happen when people trip over a loose cord or slip on a wet or dirty floor.
It is very important to keep the work area clean and dry especially when working with power
tools. Ensure that power cords are never allowed to sit in water if working in a damp environment.
If there is high traffic around a cord, use some duct tape to secure the cord to the floor or
ground.
Move brooms, shovels or similar equipment to a corner or out of the way as the handle can
easily come up and hit someone if they step on its end.
Be cautious when lifting heavy materials. Have someone to help you rather than doing it by
yourself.
Never lean over on a ladder to reach an out-of-the way spot. Move the ladder. It is time consuming but safer.
Never work on dangerous parts of the construction project by yourself. Whether it is roofing,
framing or working on the plumbing or electrical system, make sure that someone is around
who will know if you get hurt.

Other Clothing Tips
Wear clothes that fit the weather conditions and are appropriate for the work. Some tips:
Pants or overalls should have legs without cuffs and fit properly.
Shirtsleeves should be rolled up or buttoned up so they are not loose, especially around
machinery where they can get caught. This is true of all clothing – it should not be baggy or
so torn that it can become caught up in machinery.
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To Minimize the Mess
Renovations generate a lot of dust especially if there is any sawing, demolishing or drywall
being put up. Use sheets to cover furniture, clothing, and kitchen areas.
You can also use plastic sheeting (bought at your local home supply store) to block off doors
and rooms from other parts of the house.
If you have heating/air conditioning vents in the room where you are working, block those
with a cloth or rag.
Try to clean up the site regularly throughout the day to avoid injuries (e.g., lose nails, leftover wood after sawing, slippery sawdust on slippery floors). It makes cleaning up at the end
of the day much easier as well and gives you a sense of control over the mess.
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6.
Ordering and Delivery
of Materials
During step three (Choosing and Working with a Contractor) you began the process of drawing up a schedule for when work needed to be done and what materials were needed. You
want to make sure that framing wood, for example, arrives before the drywall.
You will also have agreed with the contractor and sub-contractors on who will order what
materials. Sometimes, contractors prefer to do all the ordering of materials as they know
what they want and when they want it. If they are local contractors they will also have a
working relationship with various suppliers in the area.
However, if the contractor orders and picks up a lot of the construction material, you are
paying them to do something that someone else could do for free. Work out with the contractor what is best for your situation. Keep in mind that you may also be going after donations
of material and you will need to know when they should be picked up and by whom. Again,
open communication with your contractors will help with the scheduling of these deliveries.
If you are having materials delivered, try to arrange some help to move the material inside
(e.g., dry wall, metal beading for drywall, doorframes, baseboards and manufactured trim,
inside doors). Lumber can be stored outside and covered with a tarp to keep it dry. Lumber
can get wet but drywall must be kept dry at all times.
Most delivery companies leave the delivery on the driveway of the home. Most will not help
move the materials inside. Some drywall supply companies will use their truck crane to lift
stacks of drywall through a opening in the house such as a framed window opening that has
not been fitted with a window yet. This is especially helpful in the case of a second story
addition.
Deliveries of gravel should always be put on the driveway (never on your grass). If you must
have gravel or sand dropped on your lawn, be sure to lay down a tarp first.
If the materials you receive at home are donated or discounted, call the donor right away to
thank them. Follow up with a thank you letter once their materials have been used (not necessarily at the end of the whole project.) If it is appropriate, send a photo of how their materials have been used. You might send a photo later on when the project is done as well. That
would mean a telephone call and two follow-up letters in return for donated or discounted
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materials. Your genuine appreciation will likely encourage the manufacturer or supplier to
help you, and other people, again in the future.
If donated materials need further installation instructions, feel free to call the supplier and
ask for help.
If you are working with material that you have never used before, ask the company to send
someone out to give you some tips or look for a volunteer who has worked with the material
before.
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7.
Working with Volunteers on Site
Early on in this process you will have decided about whether or not you want to include
volunteers during the home modification or renovation. You will have looked at using a support circle to help organize the work and whether you want a project or volunteer coordinator to take over some of the day-to-day organizing work of the project. If you are going to use
a lot of volunteers (including family members, friends, and neighbors), it would help to have
someone coordinate their schedules and work.
The key is to make all the volunteers feel welcomed, feel significant in their contribution, feel
like they belong to something bigger than themselves and feel appreciated.
The coordinator will ensure that the work is divided well between the volunteers. They will
also try to make sure that by the end of the day the work is at the stage where it can be continued the next day by a contractor or by another group of volunteers.
On large projects, someone needs to take responsibility for keeping the volunteers happy.
This is usually not the volunteer project coordinator but someone who can dedicate themselves to ensuring the volunteers needs are met. The project coordinator for the day is more
responsible for getting the work done rather than ensuring volunteers’ needs are met.
One way to keep people happy is to have lots of good food (family or volunteers can supply)
and drinks (cold water, juices, pop). Try to have something “special” for morning and afternoon breaks and for lunch. Like the barn raising, food and comfort for friends and neighbors
was all part of the enjoyment of the day. Do not offer alcohol during the actual work day. You
want people fresh and alert to do their work and to minimize any injuries.
Most projects are not one-day jobs so keeping your volunteers happy will encourage them to
come back to work again. It is also just good manners.
Have someone take lots of photos of your volunteers and the project (before and after shots)
to help people understand the value they brought to the work. This adds to their sense of
belonging and making a difference to the person and their family’s lives. Include copies of
photos in your “thank you” letter, which you must always send after their volunteer work
and/or the project is done.
Assume that both women and men can do any of the tasks needed. Do not assume that
women prepare the food and men hammer the nails. Some of our best construction volun-
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teers are women with lots of expertise in home renovation and some of the best food we have
had was prepared by men.
Assign people to a job they know how to do or are willing to learn how to do. Do not make
someone learn how to use a power tool if they feel uncomfortable. Do not have inexperienced volunteers working with the hydro panel, doing roofing or working high up on ladders
if they are uncomfortable. Ensure they use the safety equipment required for the job. Make
sure the family has the liability insurance that most homeowners carry.
Teenagers can help with certain work if they have the competence. It is better if their parent
is on site working as well since they can say what the teen can and cannot do. Teens should
not be using power tools or doing other tasks that have greater risks. It is not that they may
not be able to do it well. It is that, for liability reasons, it is more prudent to have only competent adult volunteer for those tasks.
Children should be kept away from a construction site because they have little sense of the
consequence of their actions and behaviors. What may seem fun to them can be quite dangerous. There are ways to include children outside of the actual construction work including
working with an adult to pick up nails or screws from the ground after the work is done for
the day (e.g., a penny-per-nail pick up). They can also be given a piece of wood and some
nails (depending on their age) to build something of their own away from the construction
site. Children naturally want to copy what adults are doing. A little creativity will allow them
to feel like they are part of the work without endangering themselves or others.
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8.
Ending of the project
When you reach the end of the actual construction of the project, it will be tempting to just
stop and enjoy the work accomplished. However, there are a few other tasks that still need to
be done.
At the end of the project, you will need to:
1. Ensure that the work you wanted done was done satisfactorily. If you had a building permit, you will need to have a final inspection. If the work did not require a permit, you will
still want to have some knowledgeable friends or a home inspector examine the work to
make sure nothing was left undone.
2. Formally thank everyone involved in the project with a letter (and perhaps a few photos).
The will be some side benefits to this project as well:
1. You may have had more people involved in your life who understand the value of the
gifts that everyone brought to the project. You may even have built a network or support
circle that will continue to benefit each member of it for a long time. Most of us crave a
sense of belonging; a sense of community. A renovation project is a great way to start that
process.
2. You will have increased your own knowledge and skills in home renovation that you may
offer to someone else in your community about to start work on their own project.

After the Project is Done
At the end of the project, send thank-you notes to everyone who participated with a before
and after photo, if appropriate. A small album of photos is appropriate for larger donors or a
larger pool of volunteers from one place.
The personal touch is always more memorable. You might, for example, make up a basket of
home made goods and special treats to bring to a company that donated a substantial amount
of material and volunteers.
If the project is very large, you may organize an open house and invite all donors and volunteers to see the finished work and share in the pleasure of having done a job well. Everyone
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benefits from such an open house as there is genuine pride in having participated in a job
well done.
You may want to keep in touch with some of the suppliers and volunteers to let them know
how you are doing and offer to help them if another project comes up. Your skills are now
transferable and you can help other individuals and families with similar projects.
Lastly, we would ask that you write to us at Legacies with comments about how this book was
helpful and what we could do to make it better.
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9.
Regular Maintenance
It is tempting to think that once a renovation is complete that you do not have to worry about
anything again for many years to come. You are right only if you regularly maintain your
home.
Some tips:
Keep a file with all of your warranties together rather than separate files for every appliance,
mechanical or electrical equipment. Make sure you record the serial numbers right away.
Take photos of the completed renovation for insurance purposes. It is even a good idea to
have photos taken during the renovation itself of piping and major wiring so you know where
to locate them in the walls years later if repairs are necessary.
Take a walk around the inside and outside of your home at the beginning of each season
(about every 3-4 months). This is particularly important if you have added onto your home
as it takes several months for the addition to “settle”. A few hours of preventive maintenance
can save many hours and a lot of money down the road. Look for changes (cracks, settling,
holes, leaks) in:
•

the basement walls

•

the walls (e.g., drywall may develop cracks or nails or screws may pop)

•

door jams (e.g., may shift a bit making it difficult to close a door)

•

the trim

•

structural posts (e.g., holding up beams)

•

earth that is against the sides of the home (e.g., sloped away from home to prevent water
damage). If earth has settled leaving dents or holes, it is necessary to tramp the earth and
fill any holes so that water cannot collect or freeze beside the foundation.

The following checklists for regular home maintenance are from David Caldwell 1996 book
Renovating Your Own Home: A Step-by-Step Guide (Toronto: Stoddart Publishing). The book
is an excellent resource for you. We are grateful to David for permission to reproduce these
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lists for you here. Copy the lists out and use the checklist for each season. Many new
homeowners do not do regular maintenance and will need the help of an experienced neighbor, friend or professional to ensure the maintenance is done correctly for the first few years.
A good seasonal checklist can be consciously followed during the entire life of the home. It
can become a very important document, especially if sometime in the future you decide to
sell. The potential new owners would be delighted to know their new home was well maintained. The following preventive maintenance checklist can be used and altered to suit individual needs and concerns.

Spring Maintenance
The purpose is to check for any winter damage caused by ice and condensation. Spring is
also the time to prepare your property for the required lawn and garden projects.
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Remove storm windows, install screens and check operating units of windows.
Test circuit breakers and ground fault wall plugs.
Check sump pump.
Check and test floor drains.
Clean and repair garage parking pad and test floor drain if required.
For the first few years after a renovation check and adjust all structural teleposts to make
sure they are still level.
Bleed any air from hot water tank.
Turn on water valve for sprinkler system and test. [These are taps inside the home that
lead to outside water taps for garden houses, sprinklers, etc.]
Clean or replace furnace and humidifier filters. [Some furnace filters need to be changed
every month. Verify how often the change is necessary in your case.]
During spring cleaning, check walls for nail pops, scratches, dents and cracks, and repair
them.
Wash windows and check for winter frost or water damage.
Service water well pump and check septic system.
Clean eaves trough gutter and downspout.
Give visual check to roof, chimney and plumbing stacks, and service if required.
Clean out debris from basement window wells.
Service and clean air-conditioning unit’s drainage tubes and check the Freon levels.
Walk around perimeter fence line for winter damage and repair if required.
Repair asphalt, concrete and masonry damage.
Inspect shrubs and trees for winter kill and trim if necessary.
Fertilize lawn and evergreens and pull all visible weeds.
Check perimeter security and sidewalk lights and replace blown bulbs.
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Summer Maintenance
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Inspect, spray and repair basement and crawl spaces for bugs or water damage.
Vacuum and clean all exhaust fans and filters.
Clean or replace air-conditioning filters every four weeks.
Clean, repair, caulk and re-nail any damaged siding.
Clean any winter-stained stucco.
Give visual check to roof flashing and service if required.
Inspect and treat shrubs, yards and gardens for insects, weeds and other pests [using safe
alternatives to pesticides when possible]
❏ Adjust sprinkler system pop-up heads for proper lawn coverage.
❏ Inspect and spray the perimeter of the house monthly against ants, termites and other
pests [using safe alternatives to pesticides when possible]

Fall Maintenance
Fall is the least understood season for maintenance and should be the busiest. The house
has had only minimum maintenance all summer and the property should now be protected
from impending winter damage.
❏ Install storm windows and/or remove screens for proper window air circulation.
❏ Check and service all attic, door, window and garage overhead door weather stripping.
❏ For the first few years after a major renovation, check and adjust all structural teleposts to
level.
❏ Inspect and clean all wood-burning fireplaces and stoves.
❏ Clean clothes dryer filters and vent.
❏ Test circuit breakers and ground fault wall plugs.
❏ Service furnace fans, vacuum ducts if dirty, change air filter and check all thermostats.
❏ Turn on furnace fans for proper air circulation and moisture reduction around window
openings.
❏ Inspect, test and clean humidifier and filter.
❏ Test all household fire extinguishers and smoke detectors and carbon dioxide detectors.
❏ Check sump pump and remove any accumulated silt.
❏ Bleed any air from hot water tank and drain about five gallons [20 liters] of water.
❏ Service water well pump and check septic system.
❏ Give visual check to roof, flashing, chimneys, and plumbing stacks, and service if required.
❏ Clean out debris from basement window wells.
❏ Inspect and spray house and basement perimeter for ant and termite damage.
❏ Clean and winterize the air-conditioning unit.
❏ Clean eaves trough gutter and downspout.
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❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Remove all hoses from exterior taps, drain lines and check shut-off valves.
Service sprinkler system, blow out all water from lines, and turn off supply water tap.
Inspect, prune and cover shrubs, trees and plants as required.
Check perimeter security and sidewalk lights and replace blown bulbs.
Repair and paint deck, windows, doors and perimeter fences as required.
Repair asphalt, concrete and masonry damage.

Winter Maintenance
In cold-climate areas, winter is the best season to make all interior repairs and find any energy-wasting air leaks. Check with the local utilities companies to see if they offer inspection
services, e.g., furnace safety, energy efficiency, plumbing reviews.
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Inspect attic hatches and perimeter of basement for air leaks and repair.
Inspect and service door and window frames, electrical outlets, and vent fans for air leaks.
Service and clean tub, shower and floor tile grout.
Clean or replace furnace and humidifier filters monthly.
Inspect, clean and service all appliances as required by warranty.
Repair, caulk and paint any nail pops or door/window casing cracks.
Inspect fireplace flue bi-monthly and furnace flue monthly.
Give visual check and service roof and eaves troughs against ice damage.
Replace all batteries in smoke and carbon monoxide detectors throughout the home. I
use Valentine’s Day as my yearly reminder.

Once you have done the preventive maintenance for a few years, it will become second nature and you will ensure the safety, comfort and value of your home for many years to come.
If you use a calendar to schedule your week or month, add a date and time each season to go
through these checklists. You might pick regular times each year (e.g., weekend before Thanksgiving for Fall checklist) to help remind you when it is time for regular maintenance.
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APPENDICES
1. FORMS TO USE IN ORGANIZING THE WORK
Using a Notebook to Keep Track
I found that with a major renovation it helped to keep all the information in a portable file
box. I used a standard notebook or binder to keep my notes in and then files to keep quotes,
brochures, plans, drawings, permits, etc. It is good to keep a daily “To-Do” list and a record
of what was done and by whom to remind you in case problems come up later on. The daily
record should include a summary of any personal or telephone conversations including
the persons you spoke with and at what time. There are always miscommunications on a
major renovation. Keeping the lists and daily record will help keep you clear and help you
in speaking about any difficulties with on-site work or workers with their supervisors.
I also recommend that you photograph or sketch your project at different stages. (For example, at the foundation, framing, rough ins of electrical wires and plumbing, etc.) If you
have difficulties later on you will know where to locate the wires and pipes without having to
guess or make big holes in your walls. You will also have a record of the work to show others
if problems arise.With today’s digital cameras and storage capacity on computers, this task is
a lot easier than it used to be.
The idea of the following forms and lists is not to turn you into a paper-pusher. Instead, it is
to help you keep track of what is going on during a major renovation. You have many other
things happening in your life at the same time as this project, so these following pages are
ideas to help you keep things straight in your mind.
You can use the following major headings to help organize your information or any other
system you prefer:
Daily Log
Date

Time Item/Conversation/Task

Result

Tip: If you use file folders to keep your records for suppliers, possible volunteer groups, etc.,
I suggest you write the names, addresses and telephone numbers of anyone involved in the
file on the outside front cover of the file folder. This makes it much easier to find the correct
telephone number without having to sort through the file folder.
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Flow Sheet (Project Management)
General Process:
1. Sketch out what you would like.
2. Consider hiring a home inspector to evaluate your whole house for any areas of concerns
that can be taken care of during the renovation (better to do at same time than to do it
later after the renovation done).
3. Check the By-laws and building codes to see if what you would like is possible.
4. Decide on one of the following options based on reliable information from the City Permit Department, a local realtor (re: value of your home) and your own financial advisors
(re: a reasonable assessment of how much you can afford):
(a)
renovate your home
(b)
demolish your home and start from scratch
(c)
buy a home more suitable to your needs (new or used)
(d)
buy a vacant lot and build your own home
5. Verify with your insurance company that you are covered for accidents and other liabilities if a volunteer should get hurt on the job. Professional contractors should have their
own liability insurance. Make sure that is true for all professionals working on your project.
6. Get a minimum of three quotes of how much the work will cost
7. Choose a contractor and negotiate a written contract with specific costs listed.
8. Determine who your Asker will be to help you with this project. Have them use forms to
manage the flow of information, draw up lists of volunteers, coordinate work, prepare
thank you letters after work is done, etc.
9. Determine if you need a permit (i.e., if you are making structural changes, adding onto
the house, or making changes to the plumbing, heating or electrical systems).
10. Prepare drawings of what you would like to do if you require a permit. These do not have
to done by an architect. Many contractors can do these.
11. Get the required permits from your municipality (all except electrical).
12. Once you have the building permits, get the electrical permit from your local hydro company.
13. Use forms to establish a tentative schedule (it will never work out as you plan but at least
it might lead you in the right direction. This form will also provide professionals and
volunteers with an initial idea of how much you will need them. Attach this schedule to
your written agreement with the contractor.
14. If you are digging around your home, get your local hydro, gas, telephone, television and
computer cable, water line and other underground cable companies to come out to outline where their underground equipment is so that you do not accidentally cut their lines.
This is usually a free service.
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15. Use forms to itemize materials for which you will need to get quotes from various sources
and get those quotes. Use more detailed forms for actually ordering materials (either
donated, at cost or for-profit).
16. Have a list of necessary rental equipment suppliers and possible costs (if items cannot be
donated). For example, a local bin supplier for loading garbage on the site. These companies often have weekly rates and provide bins within 24-48 hours.
17. Order materials and have them delivered according to schedule.
18. Work with the contractor and/or volunteers through the various action steps required to
get through the different parts of the project.
19. Keep a daily log of what has happened and a running “To Do” List for upcoming tasks
that need to be done or phone calls that need to be made.
20. Take photos throughout the work as a record but also as possible gifts to those who worked
on the project. This is an excellent task for members of the family who cannot work on
the actual construction of the project.
21. Ensure that everyone follows work site safety at all times.
22. Resolve communication problems as they come up. Do not wait days or weeks to complain about a problem. The clearer your communication, the smoother the work will go.
23. Call to thank the donors and volunteers as soon as their part is done. Follow-up with a
thank you note and invitation to an open house after the work is all done.
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Scheduling the Work
There are three types of schedules you might like to keep:
1. A rough outline of the whole project, in pencil, so it can be modified when necessary
2. A day-to-day or week-to-week schedule for all professionals and volunteers to see what
is happening now and scheduled in the near future.
3. Your own record of what you are doing, who you talked with about what, what commitments people have made, follow-up calls or meetings, etc. You may need this information later on to confirm what you said or did on a certain day or time. Simplicity is important.
For the overview you can list the tasks similar to the Flow Sheet above.
For the day-to-day or week-to-week schedule during big projects, list the tasks broken down
with agreement of the contractor and/or volunteer project coordinator. List who is responsible for what piece and when the work, delivery or follow-ups should be finished.
For example:
To Do List
Task

By Whom

Finished
by When

Actually finished
(date)

You might use a white board to help you make changes as you need to and so that it is visible
to everyone.
For your own activities, you can use a notebook or file folder with a record of:
Date
Comments

Time

Activity
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Necessary Follow-up (if these involve a specific date and time, add them to your personal
calendar at the same time as you make a note of it here).

Financial Sheets
Set up standard financial spreadsheets to keep track of budget estimates and actual costs.
This will help if you have to report any expenses for your own income tax purposes (some
renovations may be tax deductible), for a charity with which you are working and for your
own interest. Keep them simple.
Include estimates, ongoing expenses and finish with a project budget listing all expenses
and donations.
For example, you can use the following headings:
Item

Estimated Costs

Actual Costs (inc. Taxes)

Comments

Leave margin space for additional information you might add later on as well as space at the
top and bottom of the page for extra comments.
When the project is done, prepare a final report, if necessary with a summary of the information from this notebook.
The headings might be:
Description
of Work

Materials
Labor Costs
Costs (incl. Taxes)

Sub-Contracted
Work

Total

On a separate page keep a list of all donations, their costs (if any) and their retail value. You
may need this information for tax purposes, for the charity (if you are working with one) and
for your own records.
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A more detailed form for each element of the project could have the following headings:
Description

Quantity

Unit Cost

Sub-Total
Incl. taxes

TOTAL

Supplier/Vendor

Volunteer and Professional Time Sheets
Keep a section in the notebook to record hours worked by all professionals and anyone who
volunteered their time, including you.
Again, keep it simple:
Date

Name

Hours
Worked
(list tasks)

Worked
Paid
mostly on:
(amount and date)
(list dates & hours)

As always, leave margin space for additional information as well as space at the top and
bottom of the page for extra comments.

Log Book
A logbook is a helpful communication tool when more than a few people are involved in a
big project. In this log book, volunteers, the contractor, the person with long-term care needs,
the family can all write notes about what they did when the others were out or what they
need for the next day to continue the work, etc. You might also include a ‘guest book’ portion
in the book where guests write in inspirational, spiritual, or funny thoughts during the actual
renovation. These comments make great keepsakes if you make a photo album or scrapbook
of the renovation.
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The top of the page would have a sample of the headings and people would write their own
so they can have as much space as the need. For example, the headings could be:
Date

Name

Comments

Questions? Needs?

Contact Sheet
Whoever is the Asker will need separate sheets to keep track of who they talked to and what
they asked for. For example, they can make their own form that includes the following information:
Company/Organization called
Person to contact who can make the decision
Product, service or volunteers you need

Research info from web site, telephone conversation, brochures, etc.

Date and Time of Call
Results

Date and time of Call
Results

Date and Time of Call
Results

NOTE: You can use abbreviations to reduce how much you write. For example,
wcb = they will call back; cb = I will call back; lm = left message
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2. SAMPLE LETTERS
Letters may be one of the tasks that the Asker, a volunteer or support circle member could do
so the individual and family can concentrate their energies on others things.
Request Letter
Some people prefer to send request letters to ask for donations or volunteers. We found it
better to start with telephone conversations or personal conversations (at a meeting, a gathering, a social event) and follow-up with an information or confirmation letter.
Information Letter
An information letter and confirmation are very similar. Use the following headings to make
sure you cover the basics:
•

describe the person who is being helped (not the family but the person)

•

describe how their life is not measuring up to what the reader of your fax or e-mail would
consider acceptable and how that will change with the completion of the project, and
particularly with the materials and/or volunteer help you are asking for.

•

describe a number of difficulties that the disability creates. Then ask the reader to help
solve one of these difficulties.

•

you can also describe why the family needs the help now. For example, the reader may
mentally ask why the family cannot lift a child into the bathtub if you are requesting a
roll-in shower. The answer will either be the child’s need to become self-sufficient or because of the strain on the parents’ backs.

•

give a sense of urgency as to why the need exists now for the renovation.

Remember, the documentation should give them some confidence they are not being taken
advantage of. If you are working with a charitable organization, it may increase that confidence. You may also add a reference letter from a trusted community member and/or a referral from a physician or occupational therapist outlining why the modification or renovation is necessary.
A reasonable request dealing with one of the issues, cements that confidence. This will ensure that they are on your side and more often than not they will be willing to help in ways
even beyond your initial request.
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Confirmation Letters
Once you have made an agreement with a donor, send a fax or e-mail immediately confirming the details with your sincere thanks. Use similar headings as with the information letter
and include the specifics of your agreement:
•

itemize the material they agreed to provide

•

at what cost, if any

•

whether they will deliver (give delivery address) or you will pick up

•

delivery date and time

•

your agreement to let them know how the project turns out

Include the complete name, address and telephone number of the family receiving the donation plus your name, address, telephone number and e-mail in case they need to followup with you.
Thank You Letters
Thank you letters can be prepared and signed by the “asker”, a volunteer or support circle
member if they have been the main contact person to the person who is being thanked.
However, a separate card or note should also be signed by the individual or family to further
emphasize the importance of acknowledging the helpfulness of the person being thanked.
This separate card or note can still be prepared by the “asker”, volunteer or support circle
member to save the individual or family time.
Thank you letters reinforce why a person’s decision to help you made sense. It reminds people
of what the person’s life was like before the renovation and how that has changed for the
better by their donation of materials and/or volunteering their time. You may include before
and after photos if that is appropriate.
You can either write a ‘form letter’ on the computer and modify it for each person, or you
may hand write them using a card or nice stationary. Obviously, the more personal the thank
you is, the more memorable it will be for the reader.
If appropriate you may also include an invitation to an Open House so the person can see
how their efforts have made a real difference.
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Lastly, for large donors and volunteers who contributed many hours of help, you may want
to give them a little gift. Again, the more personal it is, the more memorable the gift. It can be
handmade or store bought as long as it is thoughtful and considerate of the individuals you
are giving it to.

Sample Request Letter for Materials or Volunteers
(“Asker’s” Name, Address, Phone & Fax Numbers
or The Letterhead of a charitable or not-for-profit
organization that is supporting the project)
(Date)
(The name of the person who can make
the decision regarding your request
Their Title, (i.e., Store Manager)
The full and correct name of their company or organization
Full mailing address
Fax Number, if request is to be sent by fax.
Dear (Depending on your initial conversation with them by telephone, use either first name
or surname);
We are writing to ask your help with a very special project that we are doing in your community. (Name of recipient), is an (age) year old boy/girl/man/woman who has (briefly outline
condition to explain the need for this project, i.e., person needs help with bathing because of
their cerebral palsy). As a result, we are assisting with the (outline project or part thereof for
which you are requesting this person’s or organization’s help, i.e., construction of a roll-in
shower in first name of recipient’s home).
We have already enlisted the help of (name of organization providing either materials or
volunteer labor, i.e., Local Trade Union) who will be providing (list materials or type and
quantity of volunteer labor). {Note: People are generally more eager to participate in projects
which already have other support from the community.} We are still in need of (state here
exactly what you are asking this person for) to complete this project. {Note: If you are asking
for a list of materials, it is best if possible, to already have a quote for these materials from
this company, as this gives the reader the impression that their company is your first choice
for these materials. This quote should accompany the request and should also be referred to
in the letter of request.}
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(If this request is coming from a charitable or not-for-profit organization that is involved in
this project, include a brief description of the organization and why it is involved in the project.
Also, if the organization is a Registered Charity, give the Charitable Number. All of this adds
validity to the request.)
(If this request is not coming from a charitable or not-for-profit organization, it should be
accompanied by supporting written documentation such as a doctor’s or physiotherapists,
or occupational therapists letter, describing how the project will help the recipient. As well,
invite the reader to visit the project site to meet the recipient and view the project. This will
give the reader added confidence that the request is legitimate.)
I will give you a call on (day and date), to discuss this project with you further. Please call me
at any time with any questions at (writer’s phone number/s).
Thank you for your kind consideration of this request and very special project for (name of
recipient).
Yours truly,

(Name of writer)
(Title, if being sent from an organization)
(Direct phone number)
{General Notes: Keep your request as short as possible. A one-page letter accompanied by
supporting documentation is best. A lengthy letter will likely be set aside with the intention
of getting to it later when there is sufficient time. Remember that you are writing to a manager or a business owner who is already busy with their own priorities. You are interrupting
them, so make your request simple, clear and specific, and as easy as possible for them to
make a favorable decision. Do not forget to follow up as often as is necessary until you get
what you need.}
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3. TYPICAL TOOLS AND SUPPLIES TO OWN OR RENT
Basic home renovation tool kit:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allen keys
caulking gun or caulk with its own dispensing trigger
chisel set
clamps (especially ones that grip and release quickly)
counter sinker for forcing nails below surface of wood
drill bits (for wood, concrete and metal)
ear plugs
electrical current tester
extension cords of varying lengths (12 or 14 gauge)
file (bastard file it is called!) to sharpen tools and for deburring metal pipe
fire extinguisher in case a small fire is started
first aid kit with instruction book (even better to be trained in emergency first aid in case
you need it)
flash light (and spare batteries)
gloves (helpful during demolition, digging, grading the ground, hammering, carrying lumber or other heavy equipment or material to reduce the risk of injury and getting blisters)
hammer:
regular size and weight
framing hammer (heavier)
hole punch
knife
(heavy duty utility, retractable knives with refills)
putty knives (various sizes)
ladders (several types and sizes depending on the work being done) – always make sure
they can carry the weight of all the workers
levels:
small one for hanging towel racks, photos, paintings
2, 4 or 6-foot level is essential when framing, installing cabinetry, and
hanging doors to ensure that these items are plumb and level
L-shaped square ruler
magnifying glass (to read very small print on packaging)
measuring tape
heavy duty carpenter pencils
regular pencils and paper for making lists, drawing out designs (used paper with squares
on them to draw to scale)
pliers (regular, adjustable vice grips, needle nose with wire-cutter capability, tongue-andgrove, wire strippers)
pry bars (a heavy duty one for demolition work and a smaller, thinner one)
random orbit sander or palm sander
rasp for shaving down wood (e.g., bottom of doors)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

saws (hack saw for metal, regular wood saw, jigsaw, plumbing tube-cutter)
screw bits (if you have a for power screw gun)
screw drivers (straight, Robertson, Philips) of various sizes
stapler (heavy duty construction kind – either manual or power)
stud finder (an electronic tool that helps locate studs behind drywall)
tool belt
vice grip
wire cutter
wrench set (adjustable and standard)

Supplies
It is helpful to have a stock of some of the following supplies handy. Your local home building
supply store staff can give you a good sense of what supplies are most used for the type of
renovation work you are doing. Do not go overboard, though, and buy a lot of supplies you
may never need. The idea is to have some basic supplies at home.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

assorted sizes and types of abrasives (steel wool, sandpaper in incremental grits)
adhesives: carpenter’s glue (yellow), Super or Krazy glue, Loctite Power Grab that is latexbased glue that can be tinted to match any material
broom, dustpan and brush (or several sets for different parts of the house)
heavy-duty contractor garbage bags
lights – when removing light fixtures, use ‘dummy’ lights in rooms to provide sufficient
light. These are a basic socket with two wires to attach to light box and allows easy removal when putting up drywall
lubricants (WD-40, graphite powder, petroleum jelly and a paraffin or beeswax candle)
assorted sizes and types of nails
assorted sizes and types of painting/photo hanging nails, screws, clips (you can buy them
in a kit)
assorted sizes and types of nuts and bolts
assorted sizes and types of screws
sheets (cloth and plastic) for covering furniture, food, or separating the work room from
the rest of the home
assorted sizes and types of wall plugs (kind you drill a hole in drywall, insert plug before
putting in a screw to hang cupboards, shelves, paintings)
tape (various kinds including regular and duct tape)
assorted sizes and types of washers

If you are doing much of the renovations yourself, the following tools may be very helpful to
buy:
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•
•

•
•
•

a cordless drill (or screw gun) – 12 volts or higher (18 volts preferable for heavy-duty work)
power saw [blades for the power saw based on the materials to be cut (i.e., there are specific blades for cutting framing material, for trim material, for floor laminates, and for
metal)
a circular saw (also called skill saw)
compound mitre saw (also called chop saw) which cuts all trim, baseboard, casing, door
jams, framing materials, floor laminates
the basic drywall tools including a hock (tool for holding drywall compound “mud”), a
narrow drywall knife for filling small holes, a wide drywall knife for tapering seams, and
an inside corner tool for smoothing drywall compound in inside corners.

Safety Equipment
The following are basic safety equipment that you should use:
•
•
•

•

•

safety boots (with steel toes and steel shanks in the soles to prevent nails from coming
through the sole) should be worn at all times
safety glasses should be worn at all times when cutting materials, chiseling, during demolition, and at all other times when there is a risk of flying debris.
dust masks that are absolutely essential when cutting concrete, sanding drywall, floors,
etc., working with insulation, or working in a confined place without ventilation where
there are airborne particles present.
safety belts and tie offs should be worn and properly secured when working on scaffolding, on the roof or working more than six feet off the ground where it is possible for you to
fall
hard hats should be worn when doing any demolition work or when working under unfinished ceilings where objects are likely to fall down on you.
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Resources
There are dozens of excellent books available through your local book store, building supply
store and library on home renovations. Check out one or two to get some basic information
that may be helpful during planning and negotiating with a contractor. It is also a good idea
to have a basic home renovation and maintenance reference book in your own home library.
I have usually only included books from the last 10 years although some older books may be
relevant to your needs.
Many of the larger building material suppliers have a catalog of their products which gives
you a good sense of your options. For example:
Home Depot (annual). ProBook: Professional equipment and supply catalog Self-published.
About 1,150 pages. These stores also tend to have in-store education centers where you can
take a course on a specific skill (e.g., laying laminate flooring) or purchase books and instructional videos. Some stores even have a lending library. Most of them also have professional staff on hand who can explain how to do a particular part of renovation.
Here is a sample of books on home designs, renovations and maintenance.
Ahlstrand, Alan. (Ed.). (1994). Ortho’s home improvement encyclopedia. San Ramon, CA:
Monsanto Company.
Extensive, well-illustrated encyclopedia of home improvements with a detailed index.
Altman, Adelaide. (2002). Edlerhouse: Planning your best home ever. White River Junction,
Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing.
Extensive resource in designing an accessible home for seniors with many diagrams.
Black & Decker. (1999). The complete photo guide to home repair. Minnekonka, Minnesota:
Creative Publishing International.
Over 2,000 photos demonstrate simple and more complex repair jobs for your home.
Caldwell, David. (1996). Renovating your own home: A step-by-step guide. Toronto: Stoddart
Publishing.
A thorough, Canadian guide to renovating your home with checklists, forms and useful
tips. Line drawings are used throughout.
Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation. (1990). At home with Alzheimer’s disease. Ottawa: CMHC.
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Short booklet with excellent information on adapting a home for someone with
Alzheimer’s disease.
Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation. (1999). Healthy housing renovation planner:
Renovate the healthy way. Ottawa: CMHC.
Excellent overview of project management for Canadians of the healthy home renovation options available.
Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation. (2002). Homeowner’s inspection checklist.
Ted Kesik and Darrel R. Smith.
Workbook style manual to do thorough home inspection and then keep up monthly maintenance using their handy calendar reminders.
Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation. (1989). Maintaining seniors’ independence: A
guide to home adaptations. Ottawa: CMHC.
Lengthy workbook that serves as a tool for assessing what adaptations may be helpful in
providing more independence for seniors at home.
Carey, Morris and James. (1998). Home remodeling for Dummies. Foster City, CA: IDG Books
Worldwide.
Typical “Dummies” book written in clear English and a quick read. Very useful tips.
Creative Homeowner. (2000). Home book: The ultimate guide to repairs, improvements and
maintenance. New Jersey: Creative Homeowner.
Over 600 pages of photos and illustrations on all aspects of over 300 projects.
Gibson, Greg. (1996). Remodel! An architect’s advice on home renovation. Toronto: John Wiley
& Sons.
An architect’s 250-page overview of the planning, design and construction considerations
for home renovations complete with photos, diagrams and index.
Gladstone, Bernard. (1993). The condo, co-op, and apartment dweller’s guide to repairs and
improvements. Toronto: Simon and Schuster.
Basic guide with limited illustrations on most aspects of home improvements including
dealing with contractors.
Harland, Edward. (1993). Eco-renovation: The ecological home improvement guide. Post Mills,
Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing Company.
Provides insightful ideas into renovations that will add value to your home and provide a
safer, healthier home.
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Lester, Kent. (1994). The complete guide to being your own remodelling contractor. Cincinnati, Ohio: Betterway Books.
Thorough guide on how to manage the renovation rather than the designing or doing the
construction work.
Ortho’s home repair problem solver. (1995). New York: Ortho Books.
Extensive guide that covers almost all areas of home maintenance including foundations,
mysterious odors, plumbing, electrical, and telephones.
Reader’s Digest. (1999). Ask the family handyman. Pleasantville, New York/Montreal: Reader’s
Digest.
Nearly 400 pages of easy to understand answers to typical home repair and improvement
questions.
Santucci, Robert M.; Stoddard, Brooke C.; and Werwatch, Peter. (1995). A consumer’s guide to
home improvement, renovation & repair. New York: John Wiley & Sons.
An extensive reference guide by The Enterprise Foundation, a non-profit organization
dedicated to low cost housing.
Snell, Heather. (1983). The accessible home: renovating for your disabled child. Toronto: IS
FIVE PRESS.
Good sections on measuring a person’s abilities relative to home renovations (e.g, height
for kitchen and bathroom counters, placement of light switches).
Sussman, Julia and Glokas-Tenel, Stephanie. (2002. Dare to repair:A do-it-herself uide to fixing (almost) anythin in the home. Toronto: Harper Collins.
Full of illustrations for women who want to rely on themselves for home repairs.
Villa, Bob and Howard, Hugh. (1999). Complete guide to remodeling your home: Everything
you need to know about home renovation from the #1 home improvement expert. New
York: Avon Books.
Good American guide to understanding different house styles and remodeling options.
Extensive use of color and black and white photographs to help with understanding.
Wagner, Willis. H. and Smith, Howard Bud. (1996). Modern carpentry: Building construction
details in easy-to-understand form. Tinley Park, Illinois: The Goodheart-Willcox
Company Inc.
Includes information on building materials, safety rules, tools, level instruments, codes
and planning, foundations and framing, roofing, doors and windows, thermal and sound
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insulation, wall and floor finishing, painting, chimneys, and renovations, electrical wiring, plumbing, heating and ventilation. Includes glossary and extensive index.
Wings, Charlie (1999). Charlie Wing’s big book of small household repairs. Toronto: Reader’s
Digest.
Good tips and illustrations with succinct information on a very wide range of topics including repairs to electronic appliances.
Witzke, Ed R.R.; Gray, Douglas A. (1993). The complete Canadian home inspection guide.
Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson.
Extensive ‘how to’ with thoughtful checklists, diagrams, charts, and glossary.
Wylde, Margaret. (1994). Building for a lifetime: The design and construction of fully accessible homes. Taunton Press.
A ‘how to’ book that looks at all aspects of home design to accommodate peole who are
injured, chronically ill or aging.
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Organizations and Web Sites
David Caldwell’s web site on home renovations: www.compusmart.ab.ca/designs/ This web
site provides information on David’s books including Renovating your own home: A step-bystep guide from which the regular home maintenance checklists were reproduced in our Chapter 9 with his permission.
The Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) offers many excellent resources
both through books and pamphlets but also through their web site: www.cmhc-schl.gc.ca or
call 1-(800) 668 2642.
The Center for Inclusive Design & Environmental Access www.ap.buffalo.edu/idea is based
in the School of Architecture and Planning at the University of Buffalo. The center offers
publications, CDRom courses and government information for inclusive building designs.
DiaDot Disability Home Renovation www.diadot.com has specific information on renovations for people with disabilities including floor plan layouts, information on ensuring enough
turnaround spaces for wheelchairs, kitchen and bathroom renovations and more.
Disability Resources www.disabilityresources.org has updated links to many aspects of disability including renovations under their page: www.disabilityresources.org/
ARCHITECTURE.html.
Easter Seals www.easterseals.org will provide up to $3,000 of material costs (no labor) per
project for children 18 and under for accessibility and mobility equipment which includes
wheelchairs, ramps, elevators and porch lifts. They do not cover modifications or renovations such as widening doors. They take approximately up to 4 weeks for approval and 4
weeks to send a cheque after an invoice has been received. Household income is not required.
The Enterprise Foundation (American) www.enterprisefoundation.org was founded by
James W. and Patty Rouse (1982) and established to see “that all low-income people in the
United States have the opportunity for fit and affordable housing, and to move up and out of
poverty into the mainstream of American life.” (page. xiii in their book A consumer’s guide to
home improvement, renovation and repair.)
Hometime Improvements www.hometime.com is based on the television series with project
advice in various areas that might interest you plus a ‘store’ to purchase their resources.
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Landlord’s Self-Help Centre www.landlordselfhelp.com is a not-for-profit organization that
provides information, assistance and education programs to Ontario’s small scale landlords
free of charge.
Ontario March of Dimes www.dimes.on.ca covers the cost of assistive devices such as wheelchairs, scooters, walkers, commode/bath chairs, Hoyer lifts, bath benches, grab bars, etc.
through their assistive devices program. They also assist with up to $15,000 of the cost of
home modifications including wheelchair ramps, porch lifts, elevators, platform stair lifts,
seated stair lifts, ceiling tracking and lifts, automatic door openers, bathroom modifications
including roll-in showers and roll-under sinks, widening doorways and lowering or eliminating entry door and patio thresholds, replacing flooring for wheelchair use and modifications to vehicles to make them wheelchair accessible – of this these through their home and
vehicle modifications program. Both programs are for adults only (18+ years old) with a physical disability. The applicants income and that of his or her spouse are the only financial criteria used – other household income is not considered.
Natural Resources Canada http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca is the federal government program that
helps homeowners evaluate the energy efficiency of their homes with actual in-home inspections that offer suggestions on how to improve energy efficiency.
Renovators Place www.renovatorsplace.com is a commercial site with lots of free information on home renovations, accessible homes, and more.
The Residential Rehabilitation Assistance Program for Persons with Disabilities (RRAP-D)
is a federal government program through Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation
(CMHC) and offers financial assistance to low income households who own and occupy substandard housing which includes housing that is not accessible. The qualifying criteria is
household income and the value of the home. During our pilot project, we found the criteria
difficult to meet. For example, in Toronto the home has to be valued at less than $250,000.
The maximum household income requirements are lower than would be required to own a
home in Toronto. For further information: www.cmhc.ca 1 800 668 2642. Home Adaptations
for Seniors’ Independence (HASI) is also a CMHC federal program to help home owners pay
for minor home adaptations so low income seniors can live in their homes independently.
Mag Ruffman is a television and print-media home renovation expert. She is a licensed contractor with tips on her web site at: www.anythingicando.com
University of Buffalo www.ap.buffalo.edu/idea/publications has extensive information, links
and resources on designing more accessible housing.
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University of Manitoba’s Universal Design Institute www.umanitoba.ca/academic/faculties/
architectural/udesign/accexx looks at how opening up space makes homes more accessible
but also add value to the home.
University of Missouri http://outreach.missouri.edu/edninfo/maintenance.html has many
useful links on home renovations and maintenance.
University of Toronto’s Adaptive Technical Resource Center www.utoronto.ca/atrc at Robarts
Library provides online, telephone and drop-in advice on adaptive devices.
You can use a search engine such as www.google.com to search for other web sites that might
be helpful. For example, use words such as: home renovations, home modifications, disability and home, universal design, rehabilitation design, floor plans, specific health condition
such as ‘cerebral palsy’. For example, when you type in renovation cerebral palsy you get sites
that provide useful information as well as several linking you with other people looking for
contacts in this field.
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Glossary
alternating current (AC) an electric current that regularly reverses direction and is used
most often in home wiring.
anchor bolts bolts embedded in concrete used to hold structural pieces in place, used to
secure a deck to the exterior brick, block or concrete wall, for example.
asker a person, usually not the person who is having the renovation work done or their
immediate family, who asks individuals to volunteer and companies to donate or discount their materials for a project.
aesthetics how something looks pleasantly.
back fill replacing soil around the foundation after excavating
back or front split a partial second or third story to a home with part of the original roof
remaining untouched. For example, inside you will have 3-5 steps leading up to bedrooms or a bathroom or down to a family room.
Backing narrow strips of wood spaced to form a nailing base for another surface (often used
between drywall ceilings and floor joists) and also called “furring”
baluster virtual wood or metal strip that holds up the stair railing
balustrade a railing consisting of a series of balusters that supports a continuous hand rail.
barn raiser a tradition within farm communities of families and neighbors helping someone to build a new barn over a few days with dozens, if not hundreds, of people helping
in the construction while others help with feeding the workers, bringing materials when
they are needed and keeping the work site clean.
bearing wall a wall that supports the weight of an upper floor or roof of a house. Often found
running down the length of the house. With modern engineered floor joists and roof
trusses which extend the entire width or length of a house, the bearing wall is no longer
necessary.
bevel rounding the sharp corners of various materials including wood, steel or glass (e.g.,
around door frames, baseboard).
bidet either built into a toilet seat or separate, this low narrow basin uses water pressure to
wash a person’s anal and genital areas; some also have a dryer attached
bridging two pieces of wood that cross between floor joists to keep them from twisting and
to strengthen the joists’ ability to carry the weight of the floor above
building code the municipality’s regulations for how various buildings must be contructed
and/or renovated to safeguard the structure of the building, prevent fires and water damage, minimize heat and energy waste and safeguard neighboring buildings.
by-laws the municipality’s laws about how land can be used including set back requirements from lot lines for all buildings and decks.
cantilevered something which extends horizontally beyond a supporting surface such as a
portion of a deck that extends beyond the supporting beam(s)
casement window a window that can swing in or out
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casing the trim around a door or window (inside or outside) or the finishing lumber around
a beam or post
caulk to seal and waterproof cracks or joints especially around windows, exterior door frames,
bathroom flooring or where siding edges touch the exterior wall
ceiling track a system that uses a flexible body lift to carry an immobile person from their
bed into a wheelchair, commode/bathchair or tub
cement fine grain material mixed with water and an aggregate (sand, rock or gravel) to make
concrete
cement board used like drywall, these cement panels provide fireproof, moisture-resistant
fiber-reinforced walls around fire places, in showers, around tubs and other areas requiring extra moisture or heat resistence.
circuit a path for electrical power provided by wires (conductors)
circuit breaker a device in a circuit that opens the circuit up to prevent the flow of electricity
so that it will not be damaged by an overload or short in the circuit. Old fuse boxes are
now replaced by a main electrical panel with circuit brakers which can also be manually
turned off if you are working on the wiring in a room that is connected to a specific circuit.
complementary colors two colors (opposites on the color wheel) that enhance each other
(e.g., blue and yellow, purple and orange)
concrete building material made of cement, water and aggregate (sand, rock or gravel)
contract a binding agreement (e.g., between a home owner and contractor) usually in writing
condenser part of the air conditioning system that receives heated coolant and releases the
heat into the air
conduction is when heat travels through a solid matter (e.g., a wire)
conductor is a material, like electrical wire, that carries an electric current
conduit, electrical is a pipe or tube through which wiring is run
connectors are fasteners that join two or more conductors so that an electrical current travels from one to the other
contact cement is a neoprene rubber-based adhesive that instantly bonds upon contact
with itself
contractor the person responsible for the actual construction work whether they do it themselves or sub-contract it out to others
corbel an extension out from the surface of a masonry wall to form a supporting ledge
corner bead is a metal reinforcement fastened on all outside corners before plastering or
mudding drywall; also a molding used to protect corners
current is the flow of electrons through a conductor
dead bolt lock a steel bolt that goes into the door frame and can only be moved by a key or
inside lever (considered safer than spring-loaded locks)
dead load is the permanent, stationary weight of a building and permanent equipment
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dew point is the temperature at which cooled air allows water vapor to condense and create
dew
direct current (DC) an electric current that flows in only one direction (e.g., from a battery)
disability a developmental and/or physical condition or impairment that limits someone
from performing one or more life functions in a significant way.
door frame wood or metal sides that provide support to a door. Interior frames have two
sides and a top while exterior frames have two sides, a top and a bottom (threshold)
door stop a moulding nailed to the faces of the door jams to prevent the door from swinging
through; also a spring with a rubber tip mounted on the wall behind the door to prevent
the doorknob from puncturing the wall
down spout a vertical pipe from the roof gutter to the ground or drain.
dormer a projecting structure built out from a sloping roof that usually includes one or
more windows
drains pipes that take liquid and water-based wastes from the home (i.e., bathroom, kitchen,
laundry room) out to a municipality’s sewage system or to the home’s own septic tank.
dry rot is not a very exact term but usually refers to wood that can be easily crushed into a
dry powder because of decay
drywall a sheet of material made of gypsum sandwiched between strong sheets of paper.
They are used to create interior walls and ceilings and are screwed onto wooden or metal
studs or floor joists.
eaves the lower part of a roof that extends over an exterior wall (also called overhang)
electricradiant heat a system which delivers heat without using air but by moving through
solid matter; such as radiant heat in flooring or outside of a garage door to melt snow
elevation the height of an object above grade (ground) level, for example the front door. Also
a drawing showing the front, rear and sides of a building.
estimate is a calculated guess of how much a renovation will cost. Estimates are often lower
than actual quotes and usually much lower than the actual cost of the labor and materials for a renovation
façade is the main or front elevation of a building (above ground)
face nail is driven perpendicular to the surface of the material being secured
fascia a long board nailed to the end of rafters to provide structural support and support to
the gutters and soffits.
family is defined by individuals and usually includes both biological family members and
very close friends
fire resistent drywall heavier and often made with cement compounds to prevent fires in
walls around fireplaces, furnaces or other hot areas in the home.
fire wall is a wall which divides a building to restrict the spread of fire
flange a projecting rim or edge
flashing is sheet metal or other material used in roof and wall construction to prevent rain
or other water from entering (especially around roof vents and chimneys)
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flitch is a steel plate placed between two pieces of 2-inch lumber to form a reinforced header
footing the concrete perimeter pad on which the foundation wall is built
footprint seen from above, the footprint is the part of the building that touches the ground.
An accurate property survey shows the footprint of all buildings on a lot.
foundation is the supporting portion of a house or building located under the building and
supported only by soil or rock. The foundation wall supports the entire structure
framing using mostly wood or metal in home construction, framing is the ‘ribs’ of a home
including the interior and exterior walls, ceilings, floors and roof.
furring narrow strips of wood spaced to form a nailing base for another surface (often used
between drywall ceilings and floor joists) and also called “backing”
fuse a protective device used to shut off electricity when an overload of current occurs. In
older houses, fuse boxes are being replaced with circuit breaker electrical panels
gable the portion of a wall under the peak of a roof
girder a main beam that supports other beams
GFI – ground fault interrupter is an electrical safety device that detects a short circuit and
shuts off power automatically to protect against electric shock. Can be installed in a circuit or an outlet (like GFI plugs in bathrooms for shavers and hair dryers or outside for
electrical lawn mowers and Christmas lights)
grab bars usually stainless steel or other metal bars attached to walls that people can use for
support to get out of a tub or shower or raise from or lower themselves onto a toilet.
grounding a third wire in an electrical plug, switch, power tool or equipment that prevents
electric shocks
grout a thin mortar (paste) used to fill the joints between ceramic tiles
gutter a trough (metal, plastic or wood) attached to the edge of a roof to collect and move
water from rain or melting snow to a pipe leading down underground, into a water barrel
or on to the ground.
hanger a piece of metal used to attach the end of a beam to other beams (one beam literally
‘hangs’ onto the side of another)
header a horizontal beam or similar structure used to carry the weight over an opening like
a window or door
headroom is the space between the floor and ceiling
hearth is the part of a fireplace that holds the fuel (e.g., wood) and contains the fire
heat pump an energy unit that heats or cools
Hoyer Lift a portable lift system to lift and transport people from their bed or chair to a commode, bathtub or other place.
I beam a beam made of a single, thin vertical web that connects two horizontal flanges. This
is the most common beam found in the basement of modern homes.
induction a process where electric current is produced by a magnetic field (like flash lights
that are pumped by hand to produce light)
in-law suite a separate living unit within a home that one can rent, provide a family member
(like a parent-in-law) or use as extra living space for an older child
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inspectors for home renovations, these are people sent by the town/city building department or the local utility to ensure that construction is going according to the building
code for structural safety purposes, heating, plumbing, and electrical.
insulation a material that resists heat transfer from one area to another such as between the
exterior and interior of an outer wall. Also found covering electrical conductors.
Insurance policies carried by homeowners and contractors to cover liability during and after construction
interior trim items to finish a room such as baseboards, moldings, and casings.
intermediate colors a combination of primary colors and secondary colors (colors beside
each other on the color wheel): red-violet, blue-violet, blue-green, yellow-orange, redorange
jamb the top and two sides of a door or window frame that has contact with the door or
window
jig a device to position material for accurate cutting or assembly.
joist one of a series of parallel framing beams used to support floors and ceilings. They are
supported by larger beams, girders or bearing walls
kerfing longitudinal saw cuts or groves made on the unexposed side of wood to allow for
bending or relieve stress and prevent warping (e.g., creating a semi-circular window frame
above a semi-circular window)
lacquer a clear finish used to protect and enhance the appearance of wood
lally column a cylindrically-shaped steel pipe or tube used to support beams and girders
and sometimes filled with concrete.
landing the flat platform between flights of stairs
Lazy Susan circular revolving shelves inside the corner kitchen or bathroom cabinets to
allow for more storage space and easy access to all items
level a tool used to make sure that things are perfectly horizontal or vertical (e.g., in framing
studs and headers, creating window an door frames, hanging cupboards and shelves)
lineal (or linear) foot referring only to length of a foot rather than square or cubic feet
lintel a horizontal structure of steel, wood or concrete which supports the load over an opening such as a door or window
long-term care needs any physical or mental condition that requires home modifications
and/or renovations such as wider doors or a wheelchair ramp
lot line the line that divides your property from that of your neighbors and/or city property
masonry using mortar to build a wall with bricks, concrete blocks, stones, or tiles
mechanical systems include air conditioning, electrical wiring, heating, plumbing, and ventilation
mill work describes products made from lumber in a planing mill or woodworking plant
and includes, door and window frames, entrances, blinds and shutters, sashes, doors,
windows, stairs, cabinets, mantels and moldings
modification relatively minor changes to a home to accommodate a person’s needs or wants
(including such things as adding grab bars, widening a door, moving light switches or
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electrical plugs) as opposed to renovations which are major changes to a room or home
moisture content is the percentage of water in wood compared to oven-dry wood. The higher
the moisture content the more the wood will twist, warp and split as it dries.
mortar a combination of cement, lime, sand and water used to bind bricks or blocks
MR (moisture resistent) drywall is used in areas of high humidity or moisture usually under
ceramic tile or other nonabsorbent finishes used in showers and around tubs (often called
“green board” because of the green color of its finished side)
negligence actions or decisions that result in injury to people on your property that should
have been prevented by a reasonable homeowner or contractor.
nonbearing wall or partition a wall or divider that goes from the floor to ceiling without
taking on any of the weight of the ceiling or floor above. These can be moved or taken
completely out to open up a space.
nosing the part of a stair tread (step) that hangs over the riser.
on center a measurement from the center of one framing piece (e.g., stud) to the center of
another
parging a thin coat of plaster applied to brick, concrete or stone to form a smooth or decorative surface.
percentage land coverage the percentage of your property that is covered by the footprints
of all buildings. For example if your property is 100 x 50 ft, you have 5,000 sq feet of property. If your home is 40 x 25 feet and a separate garage is 20 x 10 feet, you have 1,200
square feet (1,000 + 200) of buildings on your property or 24% land coverage.
percentage window coverage the percentage of the exterior walls that have windows. Municipalities have limits on how much window space a wall can have for fire prevention
reasons since a main cause of fires spreading to other homes is through window spaces.
The percentage usually depends on how close your house is to your neighbors. Older
homes have more windows than are usually granted to additions or new homes.
permits documents issued by the municipality to allow someone to renovate or add onto
their home
plate the top or bottom horizontal piece of wood or metal of a framed wall.
platform framing a typical building style where the floor joists of each story rest on the top
plates of the story below (or foundation) and the bearing walls and partitions rest on the
sub floor of each story. See also post-and-beam framing.
plenum is the sheet metal chamber in a furnace where the heated air stays until it goes
through the ducts to rooms throughout the house
plot plan is an aerial view of your home and property showing how far the edges of the
buildings are from the property lines – also called a site plan.
plumb is vertically in line or perpendicular to a flat and level surface or exactly upright. In
geometry that would be a 90 degree angle to the flat and level surface.
plumbing the system of pipes that bring water into and throughout a home and the pipes
that take out liquid and water-based wastes.
plumbing stack is a vertical main pipe for waste venting
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porch lifts
roll-on and roll-off does not require the wheelchair to turn on the lift. The person simply
rolls onto the lift and rolls off when it reaches its new height.
90-degree turn lift requires the person to turn the chair on the lift before exiting.
post-and-beam framing a framing style in which loads are carried by a frame made of posts
connected with beams, eliminating the need for load-bearing walls. See also platform
framing.
powder room a 2-piece bathroom (sink and toilet) often located near the front door of a
home
primary colors are red, yellow and blue
property line the line that separates you from your neighbors and the municipality’s properties. Same as a lot line.
push stick is a pole or scrap strip of wood used to push wood through a power saw or planer.
Pushing the wood by hand is usually unsafe with power equipment.
quarter round a molding with a cross-section of 1/4 of a circle.
quotes more than an estimate, a quote provides a detailed list of expected labor and materials costs to do a home modification or renovation
R value is a standard way to tell how efficient certain insulating materials are. Building codes
usually require a minimum R value for different parts of a building (i.e., R-15 for exterior
walls and R-30 for ceilings).
rafter one of a series of structures of a roof designed to support the roof weight
rail the cross or horizontal studs of the frame of a window, or door
ramp a flat surface that connects two separate levels inside or outside a home; (i.e., the
ramp from the front door down to a driveway).
receptacle the electrical outlet used to plug in electrical equipment such as lamps, computers, stereos, and battery chargers
register the grillwork put over the ends of heating and air conditioning ducts to direct the air
into the room
remote controls electronic devices that allow someone to operate lights, televisions, stereos, computers, curtain closers/openers, door closers/openers from a distance. These
devices can be located throughout a home as well as carried on the person or on a wheelchair.
Renovation a large, often time-consuming construction project that will definitely change a
person’s day-to-day activities at home. These include changing bathrooms and kitchens,
adding an elevator or wheelchair ramp, and may include a home addition or complete
rebuilding of a basement.
resale value of home is the value a homeowner adds (or takes away) from their home based
on modifications and renovations done. For example, adding an in-law suite that can be
easily converted into rental property adds to the value of the home while a swimming
pool or elevator is likely to lower the value as only people with those needs or wants
would buy the home.
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riser the vertical part of a step that holds the weight of the next step up or down. It rises
vertically from the back of one stair tread to the front of the next one. This is the back of a
step that your toes often hit when climbing stairs.
retaining wall a wall that holds back earth, gravel or other material. For example, a wall that
prevents earth from sliding down onto lower elevation gardens or walkways.
ribbon a narrow board attached to studs or other vertical framing to add support to joists or
other horizontal studs.
rough-in installing all plumbing pipes and electrical wires ready for inspection before insulation and drywalling is done
rough opening the opening formed by framing studs that will support door and window
jams.
sash the framework that holds the glass in a window
scaffold a temporary platform or structure used to support people and materials during
construction (also called staging)
scratch coat the first layer of plaster that has a rough surface to provide ‘teeth’ for succeeding layers.
screw bits
Robertson have a star shape (best one and invented in Canada)
Philips have a square head
Straight have a straight edge
secondary colors colors created when primary colors are combined: violet, green and orange
septic tank a sewage tank (usually underground at the back or side of a home that is not
attached to a city sewage system) that keeps the sewage sludge for decomposition by
bacterial action and emptied once or twice a year, as needed.
setback the amount of space required between the property line and any building on the
land. Most municipalities require that buildings be a certain distance from the property
line to avoid encroaching on a neighbor’s lot.
sheathing boards or panels that are attached to the exterior studding or rafters.
shim a thin strip of wood or plastic, often wedge-shaped, to plum or level doors and window
frames.
showers, roll-in a separate shower that allows someone in a wheelchair to ‘roll-in’ to the
shower without assistance
shoring wood or metal bracing used to provide temporary support
siding vinyl, wooden or metal panels used to cover and protect the outside wall of a frame
building – often instead of using brick.
sill the lowest, horizontal stud (or piece of lumber) of a framed structure usually resting on
the foundation walls. Also the lowest stud of a window, or exterior door frame.
soffit the underside of the ceiling joists or rafters that extend beyond the exterior walls with
small holes to allow ventilation of the attic/roof.
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softwoods evergreen trees that have needle or scalelike leaves (except cypress, larch and
tamarack). The term has nothing to do with the actual hardness of the wood.
span the distance between structural supports
specifications (the specs) a written document giving the type, quality and quantity of materials and the work required to finish a construction job.
stringer a sloping wood or metal stud that supports the risers and treads of stairs.
stud one of a series of vertical pieces of wood (2x4 or 2x6) or steel that together create the
framework of walls. Drywall is attached to the studs to finish the interior walls.
sub floor are the boards or panels laid directly on floor joists over which a finished floor is
laid.
sump pump a pump used to automatically remove water from a lower elevation
super poly a plastic sheet of varying thickness used to create a vapor barrier on exterior
walls and ceilings.
support circle a group of family, friends and neighbors who come together to help in a renovation job and/or with other supports needed by someone with long-term care needs
telepost a metal, upright, vertically adjustable supporting post that is circular in shape and
is attached to a structural beam. It is used to level floor joists to a horizontal position and
needs periodic adjusting.
termite shield a sheet metal placed in or on a foundation wall or around pipes to keep termites out of the house.
thermostat an instrument that automatically controls the operation of heating or cooling
devices (like furnaces) by turning these on or off depending on the temperature in the
room. Modern ones include computer programmed controls that allow you to preset the
temperature of a room or house depending on the time of day, week and year.
three-way switch allows you to turn on and off the same lights from different locations, e.g.,
at the bottom and top of a staircase.
threshold a wood or metal piece that closes the space between the bottom of a door and the
sill or floor underneath. Also called a saddle. Explains the expression of carrying your
spouse “over the threshold” the first time you enter your new home.
toe nailing hammering a nail at a slant to join two pieces of wood; for example, connecting
a vertical stud to a horizontal floor plate.
transformer the device that transforms the voltage of electric current
tread the horizontal walking surface on a stair
trim the finish materials around windows, doors, and at the top and bottom of interior walls,
such as moldings, baseboards, quarter round to make the room look ‘finished’
truss usually looks like a triangle and holds up the roof while providing rigid support over
wide spans.
underpinning a short wall section between the foundation sill and first floor framing to
provide support. Also called cripple wall.
vapor barrier a watertight material used to prevent any moisture or water vapor getting
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past. For example, a vapor barrier (e.g., super poly) is placed over the insulation and studs
of exterior walls to prevent outside moisture from getting into the house.
variance an agreement by the municipality that allows a home-owner to do something contrary to the building code or zoning by-laws. For example, allowing a home owner to
build an addition to the house that is closer to the property line than is usually accpeted.
A variance is granted or denied after neighbors have an opportunity to speak in favor of,
or against, the variance.
vent a pipe that provides a flow of air to or from a drainage system (e.g., to allow a toilet or
sink to drain) or to make moisture and air leave a room (e.g., bathroom and kitchen vents).
wainscot a decorative raised or lower interior wall surface (usually 3 or 4 feet above the
floor) that sets itself apart from the rest of the wall (e.g., wooden or plastic panels painted
a different color from the rest of the room to add elegance)
weather strip narrow strips of metal, plastic, vinyl or other material to stop air, dust, moisture, and water from getting by around doors and windows.
weeping tiles plastic or unglazed ceramic pipe placed on stones or gravel around the perimeter of the foundation that permits water to drain away from the foundation
windows
awning windows hinge on top and open from the bottom (helps keep rain and snow out)
casement windows hinge on left or right side and open/close with a crank or lever
sliding windows side up or across a track
zoning by-laws municipal laws that describe what can be done with a piece of land. For
example, some land is zoned for commercial or industrial use while others are zoned for
farming or residential use.
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9-step planning process (see planning)
additions:
main floor 29, 38-41
second storey 41
agreements 62
air conditioning 54
air quality 38
apartments 35, 41
appliances 30, 35
architect 50
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asking 69-76
barn raising 10, 14
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computer 30
contact sheet 98
contractor 14, 28, 41, 50, 51, 57, 58-67, 82,
84, 86
coordinator (see also asker) 7, 21
costs 6, 10, 20, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 53, 54, 61,

68
digging 18
disability 14
documents 7, 18
notebook 92
donors 20, 83, 86
doors and windows 30, 31, 34, 36, 40, 52
drains 49
Easter Seals 54, 55
electrical 32, 35, 52, 53, 54
elevator/lift 41, 42, 47, 52
emergency exit 41
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exterior walls 37-38
family & friends 14, 21, 23
fans 35
financial forms 96
floor plan modification (new homes) 46
flooring 32, 38, 40
carpeting/rugs 33
ceramic 32
hardwood 32
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daily log 92
financial forms 96
letter samples 99
log book 98
project management flow sheet 93
‘to do’ lists 95
time sheets 97
work schedule 95
foundation 41
framing 37
GFI electrical plug 34
government programs 54, 57
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grab bars 29, 34
Habitat for Humanity 14
handles 34
heating 38, 41, 54
Home Adaptations for Seniors’ Independence (HASI) 57
inspectors 19, 27
insulation 38, 52
insurance 16
kitchens 35, 49, 52
lamps 32
landscaping 40, 45
legal issues 16
letter samples 99
confirmation 100
information 99
requests 99, 101
thank you 100
lighting 36
Loblaws Children’s Charities 57
log book 22, 92, 98
long-term care needs 14
maintenance 88-91
materials, deliveries 82, 83
ordering 82, 83
mobility 30
modifications 15, 46-48
negligence 16
new home purchase 46, 48
caution! 48
Ontario March of Dimes 55-57
paneling 38

planning 6, 10, 26, 27
plumbing 49, 53, 54
porch lift (see also elevator/lifts) 43, 52
project management flow sheet 93
renovations 15, 51
resale value of home 29
Residential Rehabilitation Assistance
Program (RRAP) 57
Resolving conflicts 64
safety 17, 77-80, 85, 105
scheduling work 95
set back (property line) 39
sinks 34, 35, 49
shower 34, 49
stair lift (see also elevator/lift) 41
stove 35
sub-contractors 66
supplies to own or rent 103, 104
support circle 21-25, 86
thank you notes 86, 100
time sheets, volunteers and professionals
97
‘to do’ lists 95
toilets 29, 34, 49
tools to rent/own 103
volunteers 22, 23, 58, 73, 84, 85, 86
wheelchair accessibility 30, 34, 35, 38, 40,
46, 49
wheelchair ramp 44, 45, 46, 53
windows (see doors and windows)
worksite mess 81
worksite safety (see safety)
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We Come Bearing Gifts
The Story of Deohaeko Support Network
Presence, Peace, Welcome, Courage, Challenge, Honesty, Enthusiasm, Ever hoping, Discovery ... and I ask you, are these not gifts
needed, required, welcomed by any thoughtful, growing community?
This book is a story. It is a story of the achievements,
struggles, and successes of a group of twelve families who joined
together in a common mission in the fall of 1989. In order to achieve
their vision of a positive future for their sons and daughters who
have a disability, these families designed and built a 105-unit cooperative housing apartment building where ten of the daughters
and sons could live.
It is the intention of the founding families and members of
the co-operative that the community strive to be one which welcomes and includes all of its
members in the life of the co-operative and where neighbours come to know and support
one another.
In writing this book, Janet Klees has laid out patterns and order that the families discovered in the midst of seeming chaos. It would be a mistake to believe that they planned out
the patterns and organized their ideas and beliefs before embarking on the various parts of
this venture. In fact, this is an account in progress of a living and breathing community. Many
of the patterns that Klees describes, or the order that the families discerned them, could only
be identified in retrospect. The day-to-day work of this group and of this burgeoning com-
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munity involves much imperfection, stress, and “muddiness”. It is, after all a very human
endeavour. As John McKnight, well known community builder and professor at Chicago’s
Northwestern University, has noted, building community is different from professional-client relationships, and in the “community mold [things are] messy, creative, but with a capacity to both offer and receive the gift of hospitality.”
228 pages, 5-1/2 x 8-1/2 inches, ISBN 1-895178-33-X, $20 ebook, $25 paperback

.....

Our Presence Has Roots
The Ongoing Story of Deohaeko Support Network
“Being rooted in community is all about belonging – the eternal human quest that gives life meaning and value. We have
come to see that in some situations belonging does not just
happen – the pathway to belonging needs to be rebuilt.”
This is the ongoing story of what an active and committed group of ordinary families can achieve for, and with, their
adult sons and daughters who have a developmental disability.
This 366-page book is the account of the past eight years
of Deohaeko Support Network. The many stories, examples,
and quotations throughout the book ensure that the content
remains relevant and interesting to families, service providers, and anyone in the community services field. As well, this
book will appeal to all those interested in building thoughtful, welcoming communities and neighbourhoods.
At the heart of this book is the belief that relationships
(more than services, programs, or financial resources) will best safeguard the lives of people
with disabilities over time. Through stories and analysis of proven strategies, this book speaks
directly to family, friends, and community builders of all kinds as it outlines ways to think
about, invite, welcome and nourish relationship in the lives of people with disabilities. Its
chapters describe a context from which the opportunity for relationship may thrive, including the importance of place (home, the housing co-operative, the wider community), of holding valued social roles in community, and of being present with other typical citizens with
good support. Building this context becomes the work of people with disabilities and their
allies. Our presence has roots also details the family group’s work and thinking about building supports and safeguards that will ensure good futures for their sons and daughters. A
written set of guiding principles, detailed sections on effective coordinator and supporter
roles, and an honest accounting of the uncertainties of the future provide readers with much
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to think about, adapt for their own situation, and build on in other contexts.
Rooted in the garden of lived experiences and shared stories (an analogy used by the
author in this beautiful book), Janet Klees reveals to us in thoughtful detail the fundamental
principles and values that have guided the processes for people to live well in their own homes
and in community. The book will serve as an “essential read” for anyone striving to be with
people who otherwise would be marginalized. Our Presence Has Roots takes us to “a place of
hope – where in the middle of imperfection – potential runs deep and possibility strong.” [quote
from a poem by Janet] - Peter Dill, Teacher, Mentor and Community Leader
Deohaeko is an unusually principled small group of families and people with disabilities who have created and govern their own person centred, socially inclusive supportsthat
essentially enables each person and family to design and oversee their own unique “supports”
solution and personal lifestyle. The quality of what they have produced is quite impressiveIt is
their lengthy and principled track record and experience that is instructive, as they have been
doing this for years, and have largely remained faithful to very high principles. I would not
want to put them on a pedestal, or suggest that they live in an easy world, as this would be a
discredit to how hard all this has been for them. Nonetheless, it is hard to point to a group
anywhere that would have done better with these challenges than they have. - Michael J.
Kendrick Ph.D., International Consultant and Writer
366 pages, 5-1/2 x 8-1/2 inches, ISBN 1-55307-017-8, $20 ebook, $25 paperback
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On Our Own Together
Trust Funds for Families with Financially Dependent Loved
Ones and Endowment Funds for Small Not-For-Profit and
Charitable Organizations
This book is about methods to secure some financial comfort, or even independence, for (a) a financially dependent
loved one or (b) a not-for-profit/charitable organization.
This book is an information guide — not an instruction manual. The book does not, nor is it intended to offer
legal, tax and financial advice. It is designed to guide readers
into asking the appropriately qualified people the right questions that fit the specific situation.
This book is really two books in one. Why does the book
combine trusts and endowments together? Why put families
with a dependent loved one together with not-for-profit or
charitable organizations?
The answer is their common ground. Although fami-
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lies with dependent loved ones and not-for-profit and charitable organizations have different operational needs and, obviously, different finances, both are involved in trying to secure some financial independence in the future. Both are looking for ways to avoid the
monthly and annual contortions of making ends meet. Both have traditionally avoided longterm financial thinking because daily demands are too great. Both have exhaustion (physical and mental) as common denominators of trying to balance current needs with all the
struggles and fears of long-term financial comfort. By giving common financial and legal
information to both audiences, we hope to satisfy a common need with enough flexibility to
meet your requirements.
Also, for a growing number of families, future security is based, in large part, upon
their membership in a family group. Such groups usually consist of a limited number of families (less than 15) that have joined together in a common vision for emotional and physical
support. Some of these groups have become incorporated and have turned their attention to
securing future financial support for its membership. The trust fund information may help
the individual families of such a group. The endowment information may help the whole
group look at securing future support dollars.
252 pages, 5-1/2 x 8-1/2 inches, ISBN 1-55307-005-4, $20 ebook, $25 paperback
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NO PLACE LIKE HOME

Many people with disabilities or long-term care needs do not know what kind of modifications or renovations their homes need, nor how to get the work done. They suffer needlessly because they lack practical and useful information, which often means they do
without these changes to their home at a cost to their safety and comfort.
No Place Like Home helps fill that information void with practical, ‘how to’ information that will make modifications and renovations happen but will also broaden a
person’s natural network of supports. The book is not a “how-to” for home renovations in
the typical sense. There are excellent books at your bookstore and library on general home
renovations (see the Resources section at the end of the book).
No Place Like Home is specifically for modifying and renovating a home to make it
more accessible, safe and comfortable for people with a disability or other long-term
care needs. The book is designed for those who want to use a “barn-raising” approach to
modifcations and renovations so that materials are donated or reduced in price and much
of the work is done by friends, family, neighbors and volunteers. Through step-by-step
details, you learn how to find a contractor, work with volunteers and ask for donated
materials – all to ensure an excellent renovation with minimum costs.
You do not have to be an expert contractor or carpenter to have your home modified or renovated. This book is designed to give you some basic information to help you
choose and work with a contractor. The contractor may know most of the information to
meet your specific needs but they may not know it all. Use this book to ask the contractor
the questions you need answered to meet your specific circumstances.
No Place Like Home adapts the traditional ‘barn raising’ methods to meet the needs
of people who had difficulty getting into and around their home safely and comfortably.
People should not have to struggle to live in their own home or return home from a longterm care facility. If information is power, then this is a powerful book to help you fulfill
your dream of having a home specially suited to you.
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